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them.

He can be aberrated in such fashion so as to forget his identity.

He is

subject to all the laws and rules of thought, emotion and effort as described in

Dianetics and 'Scientology - with the differerre that, fairly clear, he has
enormous .cboice in their use.

A theta being

can be de-aberrated by ridding him of his cbains of

facsimiles and restoring to him his knowledge of identity.
A theta being can enjoy existence and emotional impact, be cid plan and

act.

His acti-vities lie above 8 on the tone scale.

He is very higb aesthetically.

and devotes most of his tine to aesthetics.

Theta beings associate socially with theta beings and have a high sense
Of justice.

A thefa being can be made visible by certain electronic flows3 he can
be pirmed down by certain flowso

The wave length of 'these flows are not haown

to bomo saLpiens at this time and methods of emission of them have not been

invented on Earth.
MEST beings of the class of bomo sapiens are composite beings motivated

ty a theta being, entities,, the GE art the environment.

MEST beings, fauen away

from being theta beings, incapable of regaining a tbeta state in the absence of
1

Dinnetics, dislike theta beings (whom we will call THETANS from here on, meaning

a theta being too has not been forced to have a REST body) .

REST beings, trying

to inhabit an 'area of THFTANS are commonly balked art fought by the thebans

and the REST beings then begin to trap and harrass the thetars art will use them
to motivate neri bodies when the thebans have been reduced
power.

to little or nothing in

The THEE which you will discover in incidents are REST beings.

The

current homo sapiens is a THEE.Theta beings .' (i armesia and a MEST body)attack

thetans who menace him.

Thebans can kill MEST .bodies by throwing a charge at them.

Thus a war deveT,ops between thebans and MEST beings.

Given electronics and

hitherto unconquered thetars, MEST beings can and have won.
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PREFACE

THS IS TECENIQUE 88.

.

TECENIQUE 88 is the process of locating the thetan, the "I"

of the individual end the auditing of the tbetan.

,

TECENIQUE 88 depends i]pon a knowledge of TECENIQUE 80 which

is a mechanical process applicable to any thought or thought

mechanism.

Tapes on TECENIQUE 80 are in the hands of your

local associate; the data is being compiled and published as
fast as possible. The tapes are the only`fom now available
unless this book contains a sfip which says we have HOW T0
AUDIT reedy to deliver to you.
TECHNIQUE 88 is an incredible advance over past understanding

Lid±:bai±fus±r::C::d:::yc::::b:::uL±:tw:=Sd::::v::ttm±in#t

of it is tine as soon as you give it `a try.
TECENIQUE 88 is an ETmeter technique.

Iou can get an E-meter

from this office or from Volney Mathison.

Iou can try 88

=|::::falanfg:in:te=Tm:::t:I:::n=T ::::r=i:rial. An E-meter is
ARCHIREDES, when he discover how to measure the specific

gravity of metals may have li]n about shouting ''EURm!« I
an not going to shout ffEurcka", I an simply going to ten
you to get busy now with this tedhnique and produce its

¥::¥:#::¥:¥¥:1:;ar¥i§u;i:::ef|ru:r¥cke:;£!|:;i:is:i::;:#¥:ion.
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This is a cold-blooded and factual account of your last sixty trillion
years.

The test of any knowledge is its usefulness.

or more able?

Does it make one happier

By it and with it, can he better achieve his goals?

This is useful knowledge.

With it the blind again see, the lane waTh,

the ill recover, the insane become sane and the sane become saner.

fry its use

:=¥,:' th8 thousand abilities Man has sought to I`e`dover become his once more.

Like all useful haowledge it was hardly won.
back track of Mankind some years ago.
edstence.

I began search into the

There was no actual kno"ledge of it in

THere were rmmbel`less superstitions, countless guesses, as many

"theories in favor of one thing as in favor of another.

People believed, some of

them, that Man had Hved before. They had no proof.

Others believed that fro

"s born irmocent art died and went to a place called Hen.

Most believed that

1,*hen you had lived once, that was all, feuow.
Suck a m]mber of conflicting theories must have tmth in them.

It became

:ny business to discover, against considerable odds, that tmth.
In the first place there was something wrong with Man.

An animal such as a

t, even a r?ptiLe, a lizard, had habit patterns which carried hid thougb his
fry days.

Not Man.

Wtry not?

As usual a lot of vagueness answered this.

The

schools of "thought" that said Man mag just aLnother animal bogged utterly on

it Fas that babies, the young of this very inteuigent animal, are much more
pid than kittens.

That was only one thing wrong with Man, that wasnlt explained.

The further one investigated, the more one cane to understand that here, in
creature homo sapiens, were entirely too many unknowns.

People who sudderily,

Of no observable training, begin to speak foreign tongues, men tho "seem to

her having been here before", strange yearnings in people for various parts
e country or the world or the stars of which they have no actual knowledge,

®
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sock riifeB ae routine puzzles.
an there pas a zmch more important thing at work than mere curiosity.
Hoe and then, in ry auditing, I moult discover a case which could be eatrenely

reluctant to recover art then wouH recover only partially so long as I used
data from the cument uretime of the preclear; but as soon as I used the whole

span af the tiro track - about sirty trillion years - I could obtain imediate
respone.
One zrmst be very impartial, even bqutal, in investigation.

The last series

of cases I audited, tryenty in mmber, chosen at random fl`om various life strata

and suffering from mental and pkysical ills which were extremely varied, were audited

to demonstrate fiddly to myself one thing only - Can an auditor obtain a swift
recovery by auditing the current lifetime otry?

I iJsed the most modern of

techniques - 1952 - and did a standard auditing addl`ess to the current lifetime

of each one.
in attitude.

I obtained mediocre results, prtial recoveries, slight betterment
Then I audited each case addressing only past track, prior to this

lifetime: the results were swift and spectacular.

Thus I validated, for myself,

the reauty that in auditing the whole track, one can obtain exceuent results,
that in auditing the current lifetime, one can obtain slow and mediocre results.
Fron this series came this conclusion:

RE AUDlroR mao IrslsIS 0H AUDIIING IRE

CURRENT LIFETRE OELy maw HE us TRE maoLE TRACK TECHHIQUE AVAIRELE Is WASTING

TRE ARE EFroRT Arm Is, IN FACT, swlNDLING Hls PRECLEAR.

I -ounced ''whole trackW techulques to a large umber of auditors.

I found

the better auditors quite riming to use then and these irmediately began to
obtain I'miracle level" results.

A very fen hem back, were very cautious, would

not enploy the whole track, clung to this lifetine, irva}idated the E+meter,
Invalidated what they eIToneously called ttpast lives«, were scathingly critical

a

of ny enploying such data.

So I investigated the auditors.

Sever-al of these were given sessions by ne.

similarities about then:

I found several notenoithy

they wel`e so lcw in tone it was ainost impossible to get

®

W

-5en to register on an oid style Hathison, their cases were utterly bogged, tbey
erally made a practice Of refusing any auditing, their general record with
leaps was very poor, their own lives were running badly, they not only fought

st lives'' as they called ''thole track" but they fought any. technique evolved
ce the summer af 1950 or used later techniques poorly, they would not run

overt acts even in this lifetine, they needed, so far as their cases were
cerned, the most careful al]diting.

I found two people, not auditors, who

ected violerfuly to"past lives" and who were "wide-open" cases.

Both were in

inaccessible bard, both her unsavory social records, both protested being

ted in any incident of any kind.

I concluded therefore that the relatively

e are capable of accepting evidence and the insane are not.

Occasionally people have told me that I should not release the data contained in this volume because there would be a reEercussion throu-ghout the

try which would n]in Dlanetics forever.

Oddly enough, Itve been umble to

cover this repercussion. I have found people alert and friendly toward .this
ia.

''Whole track" is evidently much more acceptable than the idea of a

natal.

Art, witness a recent READER'S DIGEST, even the medical profession

accepting prenatals .
further, it is very hard to argue with a miracle.
hritis.

Today, Eleanor has

Sbe is audited "rfuole track" with 1952 techniques.

snlt have arthritis.

Tonight she

Miracles, using ''whole track" are plentiful.

By using

a data an auditor can obtain a REST clear rather easily.
But the best argument which can be advanced for ''whole trackw is that it is

tual.

By using this knowledge more is obtained than auditing results.

A

clear suddenly recovers the ability, carefully learned eighty years ago, to
y a piano; an chectronics engineer, doing poorly before, suddenly wraps up
rmulae that wou]d puzzle Einstein and which may get Man off Eartb;

and a

details in a hundred sciences become cleaLr.

The search Qf this track began some years ago and was conducted sporadically

e

®

®

4
on make precleaLrs.

Various instrments such as the electro-encephalograph and the

Police lie de.tecton were i]sed to further this search but these trere inadequate and

lirited for ny purposes.

Finally Volney mathison applied his electronic genius

to the problen and invented the ELectropsychometer.

This instrment had a range

and ability greatly in excess of anything before knoun; it compares to itseif orty
in the field Qf pkysioelectrical mensuration and to existing devices as the
electronic ricroscope compares to looking through a duaLrtz stone.

As soon as

this instrment was turned loose on the problem, the problen ceased to e3dst. By

adding up and checking probabilities on scores of persons, the character, extent ancontent of the whole track was napped.
Once the ETmeter gave reliable data, the main problem became the estimation

of intentions, of Sources, of the reasons behind the reaLsrirs.
been done.

most of this work has

`

It coments poorly on Man's dullness that this project was impeded and slowed

greatry ty lack of funds and by very active efforts on the part of some to acquire
and om the copyrights of Dianetics - may the ill of the world forgive them.

Thus

the mp is not as complete in this issue as it might be.
This work is honest research, d6ne with considerable caLre.
bear up under survey ty any competent auditor or investigaLto.I.

cnd it will

Ihe most

am]sing aspect of the ttwhole track" is that this works bears up t]nder the onslaught
of pofice lie detector experts: these, hard-eyed and uncompromising, become

Startled half out of their wits to discover that some of the crimes they find on
tbeir machines were committed two or three "lives" ago by the criminal under test

art that, most alaLmingly, the crimes so discovered are discoverable again to the

last detail in the police archives.

This is very upsetting to these operators, to

be infoned so bluntly that Man lives many years, not three score and ten, and that
today's 3ifer may again be on their hands tcmorrow as a juvenile delinqueut!

Gravestones, ancient vital statistics, old diplomas and medals frill verify in
every detail the validity of l'mny lifetimesw.

Tour E+meter will ten you.

®
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-5CHAPTER ORE

There are two general problens in processing preclearso
i¬ How to audit, the second is WHAT to audito

The first

The present volume presupposes

that the skill necessary to the first pl.oblem has been maLstered: and there is
good reason wry this should be the case for the present techniques of Dianetics
are far from difficult, TECHNIQUE ¬0 to an interits and purposes, putting the

finishing toucbes on the ino"ledge necessary to handle thought®
A study Of Hqu to audit embraces thought, emotion and effort, counter-

thought, counter-erotion and counter-effort, the three actions of energy,
the behavior Qf attent,ion urits9 the anatony of maybe and a general haowledge Of

the background of Dianeticsa

Elenentry group courses exist which, coupled

with book study andg if possible, study with a coHege associate, give one au

the insight and skill necessary to accomplish ±esultso
REAP to audit is covered in some degree in other literature such as
THE SCIENCE OF SURVIVAL art the first volume Qf Dianetics: DRETles3THE HODEEN
-`,

SCIENCE OF RENTAL HEALTH as weu as ADVANCED ProcEDURE AND AHOMSo

work is, ho"everg the first coverage of all general cat.egorieso

The curment

It is written

to b8 used in cormection with ELECTropsrcHORETRIC AUDITIHG and THE IBDIVIDUAL

TRAex HAP, ftLco¥panion piec.es of this present volume o

There are four genel`al fields of incidents, four areas of past, embraced
in this wcmko These area

1® Present life9 from pre-conception to present time.

2o The genetic line, being the evolutionary chain on Earrth.
5o Iiarge, specialized segments of the whole track.
4o The theta body li`ne or "Hhole trackll®

Of the four otry the last is actually capable of producing the clear

tith any rapidityo
i±nego

However, the auditor should be fani]iar uith au these

They are taken, one by one, in the above order in this volune®

a

-6All incidents in this volume shou]d be detected art endited ritb the
`,

assistance of an Eimeber. If it .ere cot for the ETmeter these incidents would
have remained undetected except in the haziest state.

Witbout an E+metert tbey

oarmot be audited rdth security or even safety for the preclear.
How to audit end What to audit together deserve considerable study.
Certainly they deserve more study than. one wotnd give American history or

Englisb or aritinetic for they deliver a greater dividend to the individual.
Studying these incidents may be discovered to bet restimulative to the

Student.

If so, be round find auditing tben as restimulative.

However,

Such restimulation is very easily resolved and unless he feels close to the
end of tolerance, he should not be stry of auditing or studyfng the track.

®

®

"-7CHAPTER TWO

SEVERAli IAltGETS PRESENT TREMSELVES IIN A CASE and any one of them can

be audited with some profit.
The complexity of the problen of human behavior was a complerity of

factors, rot an umesolvable rmss of twine.

Once these factors are each one

known and identified, very little trouble is experienced.

T

THOUGH, EMOTION, EFFORT, 00UNTERTTHOUGHT, COUNTERTEMOT[ON, COURTEE.

EFroRT, motivator ATTENTION UNIrs, overt ATTENTION UNITS, ded ATTENTION UNITS

art their manifestation on the various tone scale charts are the sum and total
of factors to be audited out of any one target.

Each and every auditing

target contains these factors, is audited in the same way, has the sane basic
behavior paLttern and succumbs to such auditing.

It does not natter what target

one is addressing in a case, he whu not discover wild or unexplained manifestations
in HOW he audits that taLrget.

and warp.

Each one, in short, is made up of the sane woof

Each one is basicauy theta.

Theta behaves and manifests in a constant

manner, no mtter what form it takes.. Thus the auditor should quiet any

apprehrension he has that something he is auditing is behaving differently than
a standard item.

Variables, so far as has been discovered, do not exist in

theta since the discoveries of Dianetics.
There are several targets for the auditor.

If he understands thoroughly

what they are his. chances of histaking one kind of incident for another are
much reduced. They are in their order of magnitude, not their importhnce®
CELLUI-AR INJURIES comprise the first target®
all by itself.

A ceu is a having arinal

The most necessary auditing on CELLULAR INJURIES is the

emergency assist wherein the auditor repairs an accident, a bum, an incident

uhich has just occurred.

the auditor win find that in auditing a cellular

injury whicb has just occul`red that the somatics are very sharp and far more
painful than when auditing a standard facsimile.

',-

CELLUILAR INJURIES are

auidited no differently than any other kind of imident.

However, it must

a

®

®

-8be remarked that individual cells have «past livesw, the easiest manifest-

ation of past lives to check.

An auditor can follow a particular cell through-

out its om generations within the body and, as part of the evolutionary line
discover may injur_ies to it.

Further, in going back on the evolutionary

line and auditing an ind.ury to a single cell, the future positions of that
Cell aLre easily located in the body from there to the present, for the

future injuries blow off like smau sparks of pain when the basic injury
is released.

The migrations of a single cell throughout the body are very

easy to track in this fashion and ordi-ily check against standard suppositions in the field of physical biology.

The pulp of a tooth, for instance,

tracks back, cell ty ceH, to early engra]ns; when these are relieved a
"toothache" in that tooth becomes ainost impossible no matter how many

"nerves" are exposed, a matter which doings about quite a revolution in
dentistry.

CELULAR INJURIES do not require any special kind of auditing and

they comprise no special kind of ind.ury nor are there psycho-somatics which .

demand that the cells alone be audited.
GENETIC ENTIH, the "GE",is the second area of address. This is the

entity which carries forward fron the earliest formation of the MEST body.

It is this entity which has the t'genetic line" engraus.

It is located more or

less in the center of the body, the stomach, but it is actuauy a composite of

all the cellular experience on the line. It has the manifestation of a single
identity.

It was formerly referred to as the S0mTIC MIRE (see DIARETICS:

THE McOEEN SCIENCE 0F MENm HEAL").

Out of all the past experience of the

UST body it makes up a form, a working caLrbon-oxygen engine.

Personality, it is not the fll« of the body.

It has a record, in many cases,

of the entire experience forward until the last life.
of past deaths®

malfomtions.

It has no real

The GE h:s the record

Auditing it alters physical structul`e, eradicates .physical

But these can be otherwise changed - by auditing the theta

a

®

®

-9being. The GE facsimiles include

a transfer of somatics from past theta

beings, for it is not coupon for a GE to have the sane theta being twice.
The GE is the constant and continual workhorse of the theta body. It Peg-

ulates the heartbeat, takes care Of au such responses, acts as a stimulusresponse rind to avoid paln end discover pleasure and keeps the body rmming
in general.

A GE departs from the body much later than the theta beings abandon

one, sees it through the death to the end and only then leaves to join the
line once more sons two or three days before conception.

This is the "mind"

of an aninal, a dog or a cat or a cc".
INIECTED ENTITIES are the third class of tar.get.

syntheticg.
in the body.

They fom a. very complex pattern.

These are actually

They have geographical areas

These aLreas are standard, preclear to preclear.

These areas

answer up on an ELmeter like actual minds rather than compartrents of a mindo
The areas are the CENTER (forehead and dora), the RIGHT INSIRE (from, the edge

of the jaw halfway out to the shoulder), the RIGm OUISIRE {fron halfway to
the shoulder to the point of the shoulder), the LEFT IHSIRE {opposite from the
right inside), the LEFT 0UTSIRE (opposite from the right outside), the STOMACH

ERTITr (located in the area' of the solar plerms), plug various other entities

held in ty these basic entities.

These entities run Off their crm past deaths,

on other tracks, .hohi sections of the body paralysed, bar areas from being
audited, wiunoid infomation from ''1" and do other mischief.

They are

actually the basis of ''demon cirouitsn (as covered in DIARErlcs: rHE HODEEN

SCIENCE 0F ENEL HEALTH) and they mil`ror the personality of persons anti-

paLthetic to the pc.

They. are entirely stiunlus-response.

pc tp pc, the sane personality in the sane body position.

Each one has, fron

The RIGHT IHSIDE

for instance, answers up to the name of "crew chief". "ey are male and
female.

Their scrurce is probably a "softened-up" theta being and they disappear

|hen electronic incidents are audited.

Prior to their disappearance they can

u

fu,

a

-10ehibit a wonderful and awesome role in confusing the preclear.

The auditor

Can move the attention Of the pc into one of these and audit it through a

death or pairful experience and so bring it up to present time.

In view of

the fact that auditing basic electronic incidents eradicates them, little
attention need be paid to them by the auditor beyond knowing that they are
there, that they 8Lre the "mgrsterious qroices'' in the heads of some pcs, that

they make critical or comanding remaLrks to him and serve, in general, as a

fine source of aberration.

Paralysis, anriety stomachs, , arthritis and many

ins and aberrations have been relieved by auditing them. An E-meter shows them
uP and makes them confess their misdeeds.

They are probably just compartments

of the rind which, cut off, begin to act as though they were persons.

Here is

an inexhaustible source of study and speculation which I leave to another,

having located the method of wiping the out without paying any attention to
tbem,

THETA BEIINes are the fourth and only really important target for the

auditor.

The theta being is the ttl", it is mao the pc is.

If all the entities

and beingnesses of the pc were trydrogen balloons locked up inside him and each

had a name and identity, the auditor right be confused and the pc IS confused
as to who''Iwis. But if the pc wel`e suddenly opened and the balloons let loose

the "I" balloon would float free, clear and umistakable and that tll" balloon
would be the theta being, it would be .who the pc almays thought he was anyway.

All others are.sinply modifiers.

The theta being does not get lost.

not go away, it carmot be stolen.
be it.

It does

If it went away, the pc would be with it and

The vagueness. of personal identity is caused by the confusion of the

theta being, not its ninextricable'' tanglement with 6ther identities.
The theta being can be confused in itself, it can be hypnotized, it
Can go to sleep.

Pain.

It can experience emotions. It can think.

It cah feel

It is immortal in that it cannot die - but it could possibly become so

a

-11burdened with facsimiles that it could not continue along with bodies®
It does not need a body to think, make facsimilesS experience emotions,
remember or perceiveo

The theta being seems natively capable of producing considerable
REST energyo

Facsimiles alone inhibit this abilityo

Whereas it has come

to feel, in association with the bed company of genetic entities and the

REST universe, that it is a stinulus-response things it is quite capable of

generating thought independently of previous effort, counter-effort or
experienee.

The pc is not guarding or harboring or hiding his theta being - he
IS his theta being.

A relaxed understanding of this will prevent a considerable

confusion on the part of the auditor and pc.

If the pc is responding ration-

ally, he is the theta being respondingo

As the theta being can be "put to sleep" it is possible to bring
then to the surface a GE or another entity which, using the motor controls

of the body, can talk or experience®

But the individual himself is not

usually aware of what happened theno

The various strange multi-personality

manifestations of the mind are occasioned ty valences and their basicsg

the entities; ordinarily, unless the pc is obviously insane, these sub-

personalities are not distinctly units in themselves but only color the
activities of thg theta beingo
Hypnotism is the process of bringing into being the GE or other

entity by putting the theta being into unconsciousnesso

Self-hypnosis

is tbe process of the theta being hypnotizing the GE or other entity and
getting up a compulsive or .inhibitive circuit with ito
The auditor must know that the existence of a MEST body within the

fields of the theta being is incidental and even unfortunate for processing
thicb, in the absence of a body, goes much faster.

®

a

-12The theta being is both outside and inside the REST bodyo It is

not just inside®

The only reason it is inside at all is that ny field

would penetrate the REST body®

The MEST body should not be thought of as

a harbor or vessel for the theta beingo

A better example would be a sliver,

inserted -unw?ntedly in the thumb where the thumb would be the theta being,
the MEST body the slivero

MEST bodies are good identification tags, they

generate exciting enotions, they are fun to operate at tines, but they are
no end of eristenceo

A theta being with its alertness restored is capable of renolding

the hLmn body within its field, taking off weight here, restoring it thereg
changing appearance and even heightho

auditing cells or the GEo

The body can also be altered by

All in all bodies are very easy to handle where

their condition is concernedo

The question is rather, are they practical?

The theta being can evidently manufacture bodies or a reasonable facsimile
thereof which, while they do not laborg neither do they have to be redo
To a society quite met on the subject of REST bodies, very aberl.ated

`

on "care of the body% the .foregoing may seem a tl-ifle strange and one might

thick the miter had, to be short, slipped a cable or two in his wits. Indeed,

it is very probable that Grit,ics may say so for their reality is entirely
outl'aged ty such sodden statenents®

But this matter has been under investigation

for a year and a half as witness "IHETA CLEAR" on the SCIEENCE OF SURVIVAL

tone scale. chart Which I drew in January 195lo
of a theta clear wel.e unknowno

It states that the capabilities

Now they are not so unknom and while there is

much fo learn about then still, much can be stated concel'ning then as clear facto
Back of these statement.s is a two year public record of making statements whicb,

under gueling investigation by others, turn out to be exactly what they were
said to bee

Before turning away fron the above, try TECENIQUE 88 and learn
.«

again what it is to be truly FREEo

ch hourls auditing will prove-ito

C

-15CHAPTER THEE

THE PRESENT LIFE is always of considerable inter.est to the pc.

In the first place he is contirming to live in the envirorment
and society, usually, in which he is being audited.
situations which the auditor v,till discover.

He must still face

The dramatis persormae of

this peried is, to some extent, still living or their artifacts ar.e yet
in plain view.
In the second place, the pc is still connected to these incidents

by the identifying label of his present life name and he is continually
called by this label and has it confused witb himself.

In the third place these facsimiles have not been invalidated
by the shock of a death and the "helpful hands" of the ''between lives"

crew and so are normally visible.

Fourthly, in this life we have the combination of the current
GENETIC BEING and the current THETA BEING and their struggle to even the

harsh roadway of living and their divergence of goals.
Present life or any life that comes to view should be, to some
extent, cleared up for the pc.

This is very-swiftly done with S"B0roGICAL

PROCESSING, a volume of recent issue for use in counseling, or with an

application of `TECHNI`QUE 80 to thi: life or any life.

extent, units in themselves.

Lives are, to some

This is caused by the fact that each life

while the pc has been ''rith body" is lived with a different basic tear:
tbe GENETIC BEING carries on through the evolutionary line, parall6l tyith
Q

tbe protoplasmic line, .generation to generation, usually on the same planet in this case, EARTH.

The THETA BEING comes into the line from various

quarters and each time usually enters an entirely different GE line. Any
one life, then, is lived with a different GE.
was ed always will be the THETA BEING.

The pc is always and always

But the THETA BEING has, life to

®
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-14life, a different GE.

The character and quality of the UST body then is

different in each lifetime, the past of the MEST body in each lifetime is
different from the viewpoint of the theta being.

Thus the theta being has

uriation Qf experience which is not always, life to life, the sane pattern.
Thus when lives come to view they Should be explored and audited as abovei

a few hours spent in this can materiauy assist a recoveryo
The PRESENT LIFE is important out of proportion to the small fraction

of total age of the theta being; the auditor will find himself, in most oases,
Compelled to spend many hours upon it.

But he should not audit any heavy

Incidents in the present lifetime. These have basics which reduce much more

swiftly and these basics are..always earlier by many ages.

The time spent on the present life earlier in Dianetics was very gI`eat.
It required scores or hundreds of hours of auditing tG achieve optimum resultsi

and then otry with great ourming could the auditor achieve his goal.

Swifter

techiques made present life much easier to audit, cut dora the time required
art increased the results; but the sane results can be achieved inch mol.e

'

swiftly with much less skin and cunulng when one audits WHOLE TRACK, meaning

the track of the theta beingo
Just as ''medical sciencew has accepted PRERATAL EXPRIENCE according

to their best heralds, the popular magazines such as CoroREI and RrmER'S

DIGEST, premtals fete into the obscurity of curiosa in Dianetics.

Great as

the results were which occurred when one audited prenatals, results in. the
Sane tine are ncRTso incomparably greater in auditing the whole track or even
in using TECENIQUE 80, that one need know very little about premtals.

h the first place it has been discovered that premtals happen to the GE'
not the theta being.

These recordings are so phonograph-record-like because

they al`e wholly in the somatic mind (the GE) . They deeply affect the current

HrsT body structure in many ways but this st"cture can be otheinise repaired.

e

®

-15. The GENETIC ERTIH apparently enters the protoplasm line some

two days or a week prior to concestion.

There is some evidence that the

GE is actually double, one entering on the sperm side, one entering on

the ovum side.

If the matter were still important, some time could be

spent determining this, for the GE answers dually in present time.
The GE continues as the guiding genius throughout prenatal life,

building, regulating the heartbeat and attending to complex structural
matter.s.

It records every perception present, alseep or awake, conscious

or unconscious (in knock-out or drugged sense), to the nuHber of the {about)

fifty perceptions pl.eserfu.

Just as the doctor quite often bears a baby in

a womb cry, just as he can hear its heartbeat with his stethoscope, so can

the chi]d hear what is occuring outside the mother.

This is a very important

datum from the standpoint of PREVENTIVE DIANETICS for ty knowing it one can

easily forecast the health and mental poise of a child after bil`th by making
certain that it has a good premtal existence.

Psychotics often DRAMATIZE

(re-enact) these prenatal engrans and a trip through a sanitarium will show

an auditor many prenatals in full play, running off like records, ending and
starting again endlessly. (You get these people out of suck dramatizaSion
ty using TECENIQUE 80 with symbols as in S]ZMB0LOGICAL PROCESSING or by

directly auditing the overt acts they have done against the .family - or if

the dranatization is the overt act in full play, auditing the motivator which
is occasionally a prenatal.
Here is the list of prenatals.

They can be .any combination of action

known to the business of living, but these are the common ones3

fu)
E

E

/

EH

46Thet.ans cormnicate by telepatky..

thaordng an energy flow at then.

They can move material objects by

They can travel at very high speeds. They

are not boud ty atmospheres or temperatures.
Thebans quarrel with each other tHr shoring each other facsimiles

or throwing energy flows at each other but they are not very quarrelsome.
Thebans do not die.
Decaying, they obtain MEST

They grow in that there are young and old thebans.
bodies and eventually pass out in the form of

a solid, apathetic slumbel`.
r'

A thetan

can feel pain.

He can be crippled and dismembered but this

requll.es force which wound blow half a town off the map.

Thebans live on some planets.

They consider these to be ''outside the

REST universew by thick they mean outside

beings, the "radesw which use

areas inhabited by the composite

electrorics art need bodies.

A tbetaLn, brought low enough to have a REST body, may cohsider that he has

been trapped by."time waxps" or that his universe is another dimension or some

Such thing.

This is not the case., Thebans live in the sane time stream with

the difference that they can alter concepts of time and get future or past
` at will - it is THE TRETAN who is altering his concept, not the time that is

Changing.

So don't go off on wild chases

after fourth and fif.th .dimensions,

time warps and other tine-space universes: teleportation nukes it look like
these exist for the theban.

There is more to this but you don't really need it

ln processing.
There are two state's of ''theta clear".

One of these is a CliEARED THETAN,

from whom all incidents would be removed; the other is the THETAN cleared of a

necessity to have a REST body.

When we say ''theta clear"

we mean the latter.

A THETAN is somewhat bound-in here on Earth because of the e][istence of

other sFstem forces.

Probably, with a few THETANS active, this planet will be `

much less calm and orderly.

Probably homo sapiens will use electronics some day

-16PRENATAII INCIDENTS
J

All incidents in any environment are prone to be repeated. Thus

these incidents cpmonly appear in long chains, many incidents in each, each
incident much the same as the last. To audit the chain one should get the

basic on that chain:
'

COITUS CHAIIN, FATHER.
COITUS CHAIN, LOVER
CONSTIPATION CHAIN
ORDINARIr BOwEL CHAIN
DOUGRE CHAIN

SIcmlESS CHAIH, mother's illness.
SICENESS CHAIN, another member of the fanilyfa illness.
WORE CHAIN, mother!s heavy activities at work.
EXERIISE CHAIN, mother' s activity in sports or calisthenics.
MORNING SICKNESS CHAIN
CONTRACEPTIVE CHAIN

FIGHT CHAIIN, family quarrels.
FIGHT CIIAIN, outside the home.
HIGH BLOOD PRESSURE CHAIN, motherls high blood pressure.
I)OcroR EXAMIRATIOIt CHAIIt, punching mother.
ALCOHOL CHAIN, motherl s drinking.
ACCIDEHT CHAIIN, motherls falls and bumps.
ATTHffTED ABORTION, SUREICAL.
ATTEurTED ABORTIOH, DoucRE.
ATTrmpTED ABORTION Br pREssuRE.
ATTEMPTED ABORTION Br ERERclsE OR TUMplNG.

'

CdUGH CHAIN, mother' s coughing.
COUGH CHAIH, other member.a of family.
HICcOUGH CHAIN.

-

RASTUREATI0N CHAIN, mother' s masturbation.
CRrlNG CHAIN, mothel`l s crying.

Pre-sperm recordings are quite ordirmI`y. The sperm sequence itself
is worttry. Of note for it is a race of which the sperm is very conscious.

H:¥:;:ril:in:;i::;I:::i::::::ce::::Ep:ret=sm=i=::i::g;:i:g#:::;::;:;h:;s

the o P::=qut±Siq±:n::Sco:=oLnyr:::r:d::? are not Cormon. The rolling of
Conception a:nd the impulses generated answer the conditions for
one type of cancer| embryonic.

oncomo#::::i:sfi:t::::d:::;er:eFbeTL=nd¥H+:::nfo:n::eo:t:::yt#:e:£±s
cancer - malignant cell.

Cancer has been eradicated by auditing out conception and mitosis.

®,

®
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birth. :%: s¥:::nb=:n:o:P:=::±}y±:°5¥T#eB±trrffk:L¥iri:t:±¥ri;±=rLt:n
a few minutes according to some findings, a sequence which is quite

aberrative.
The theta beingls joining is called the STARTER. The theta being
scmetimes fights away: another theta being, son.etimes considers this an

overt act.
You dry audit an entire prenatal bank without getting as mJch rise
in the pcfs tone as auditing one STARTER for the theta being, after all, is
the pe.

BIRTH is a very aberrative affair and a difficult or complicated
birth can aberrate the entire lifetime of the REST body. But this means
that birth should be without conversation, in a darkened and quiet room
with high hLmidity and without drafts, not that you should audit births.
In other words pne should know how aberrative birth is, but one should not
audit biTh as a practice. One »Facsimile One" has as many as eightythousand births on it as lockso Birth presents itself to be audited unch
of the tine because Mother, by conplaining of how difficult the pots birth
was, makes it into an overt act. This overt act had birth as a motivator.
quus pc'S are anxious to have their birth engran audited.
INFAHT and CHIIDH00D IENESSES are important because in them the

theta being loses much of the control of the body. Th? incidents of
degl.adation which precede these, however, are a more important target
for the anditcff.
Host pcs are stuck somewhere on the present life track.

The

ETmeter win ten the auditor where if the auditor asks in terms of years.

:te±:ura:::¥::e::s:h:#j±¥iha;h:ta::ito:P::::i:n:k:C:i::n::.h:i::esses
given then by the E-meter or symbols or both, but he should not .audit
then as such unless he is strongly forced to do `so: the incidents on which
they depend are so much earlier, so much more aberrative.
@

For every motivator in the present life there is an ove-rt or a ded.
I

Thus it behooves the auditor to pay much more attention to using TECENIQUE 80

than it does to find new and strange present life incidents to audit. It should
not requ]ire more than a score of hours to clean up the present fife until
heavy irlQidents in the past can be audited: this is true for th; neurotic
and refatively sane only, it is not true for the psychotics: for them it
nay be necessary to audit prenatls or use other techniques and to spend
perhaps hundreds of hours of ARC processing to make thqu entirely sane and
stable.

Present life incidents, ty test, cannot quickly ±esol+e 'ny case.
Audit present life only until one can alJdit theta line naterial with safety.
~,

a
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THE GENETIC LIRE consists of .the total of incidents which have

occurred during the evolution of the REST body itself.

these facsimiles has the semblence of a being.

The composite of

This being would be caued

the GENETIC ENTITr or the l'GEll..

The GE is not an actual individual but a composite of individualities
assumed in the single lives along the evolutionary track.
The discovery of the GE makes it possible at fast to vindicate
the theory Of evolution proposed by Darrdn and to discover the various

missing connections in the line as well as to explore the characteristics,
goals and developmeapal urges of organisms on the evolutionary line.

It]rther

the discovery of the GE makes it possible to adjust hitherto contrary material
in the theory Qf evolution.
Darrdn end others proposed some scores of years since that an animal
body was developed by necessity into successive organisms, each one better

adjusted to its envirormerd.

The organisms began in simplicity and graduated

through successive eons into complexity.

Darwin proposed that natural sel-

ection was the guiding principle and that protrylasm, genes, etc. were alone
Capable of modifying the organism.

of electronic mutation.

Later workers proposed ingenious theories

Prior to these discoveries of Dandn and others

Earthmen accepted various impossibilities as the explanation of the variety
of aninal forms.

The Vedic theories persisted until the early A.D.s when

a new Cult arose in the Middle East (goo H.Lqt. goo to 80° E. Long. Ebeth)

and proposed that animals had been created suddenly from nd ty a Creator
and that this included Man.

the Vedic peoples had proposed much earlier. that

a sort of evolution was responsible for the various forEF.

Darwin and his

co-workers picked up this theory after the Vedic trymns had been trahsplated

®

U
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-19to Europe,, about a century earlier, concurrent with tae French-Ehglish
conquest of India.

Considerable turmoil resulted from the introduction

of the Darwinian theories as these were then in direct contrast with the
existing superstition.

A trial of a school teached who dared teach the

theory of evolution in a backwoods area of the United States resulted in

a victory for the superstition, the school teacher standing convicted.
But evolution received so much publicity over the world as a result that
it is now the generally taught theory in schaools.

However, one shouid

not think Of evolution as a standard or precise theory. It is a sprawling
and contradictory mass of poorly compiled data taken from ancient swamps

and tar pits, and there are many schools of evolution.
ununifomly in biology classes.

study of ce]|s.

These are taught

Biology is based on "eytology'! or tbe

Existing theory in eytology is quite contradictory to

various tenets of evolutiono In other words the. field is poorly integrated
and bedlg understood and not overly gifted with data.

The discoveries in

Scientology can be addressed to these sciences of biology and cytology

with considerable profit.

By auditing previously uninformed preclears

up this evolutionary line, the results are similar if not identical.
Tbe most direct address to altering the shape and form of the
REST body of the preclear is the auditing of the evolutionary line.

illnesses, aches and pains are residual in the body line itself.

Many

The;e aLre

restimulated by the environment or the thoughts and actions of the theta

being and, once restimulated, alter the physical condition of tbe body.
However, the body is responsive in present time to the cormnd of a

re-strengthened theta being and the shape and condition of the body can
be otherwise changed than' by solely addressing the GE.

Single or multiple cells respond each one as thougb it hnd its own
GE. Very early on the time track, in the area. of the pboton converter or

0

-20the tthelper'', the GE and the cell entity are the same, for here the incidents

are single cell incidents.
The theory of the epicenters applies very particularly along the

usl evolutionary line.

This theory holds that in any given generation on

the evolutionary line, the sum of its counter-efforts will form, in tbe
next generation, the ne" command post.

Every central relay point of the

nerve aystem has been, at some time or another on the evolutionary line,
a Comand post or a sub-comand post of the organism. As the organism
develops these command posts each one are subjected to new counter-efforts
Which fonn the area of the new command post.

Thus the body has many old

Command posts from which the llsomatic mindw(or GE) controled an the re-

ponses of the body.

Post, an old epicenter.

The nfumy bone" in the elbow is an old sub-comand

Any point of reflex response in the body was an

oid command post or sub-command post.

These epicenters stand along the

nerve channels of the body and are like switchboards.

They still command

their irmediate aLreas and, independently of the central command post in

tbe brain, can cause reaction in their area.

'

The best exanple of this and

the Host important point for the auditor is the fact that two separate lines
once merged (mouusk) and thereafter worked together as a team. These lines
cach one now has its own command post, its own menory bank.

lines are the right and left brain lobes.
commands the one in subjugation.

left side of the body.

These two

The one in ascendency ordinarily

The rigfro side of the brain controls the

The left side of the brain controls the rigbt side

of the body. Mal-coordination of the two halves of the body can be traced

to imbalance or confusion or outright warfare between these two control

Centers.

Half paralysis, stroke, anaesthesed areas can be tl`aced in part

to this mal-cool.dination of the present lifetime epicenters. Each one of
1

these go back as itself along the sane track, generation to generation'
a sharing the same experiences,' until one reaches the mollusk or birdve
.-

a

-21stage where each one has a prior and independent and separate history.

Either one is capable of controling the whole body.

In the bivalve state

one finds them at war with each other in an effort to attain sole comand

of the entire bivalve.
Right and left handedness are caused by these Hal-ccordinations of

the two lines.

Actuauy one should be neither right-handed nor left-handed

but ambidextrous.

An an entire technique, complete within itself, was

worked out some months ago when I first encountered these phenomena. This

techique has been corking so well for some auditors that they wonder try any
newer data is introduced.

The technique consists of obtaining opti"m

commmcation amongst all epicenters in the body with the result of a
complete unity of action ty the body. This does a great deal for timing and
coordination in general and has been knoma to eradicate severe psycho-sonatic

i|1s®

Theta line techniques, being addressed to ''1" rather than to the

HEST body, produce swifter results.

..

Here is a wealth of material for the investigator.

The principal .

incidents and circumstances on this line have already been located and were

located before this data was released the first time.

But irmumerable struct-

ural puzzles are resolved with this data and few are the preclears whose
bodies do not react vigorously to the suggestion that some of these incidents

nay erist, so violerit is the charge contained in these incidents.

ch

E+meter has been knoun to drop as much as twerty dials on the at]ditorls

faint hint of the existence of the "helper" or the "weepertt. :

Life on the evolutionary line is grim, very tooth and claw.

So

ovexpoweringly awesome has been life on this line that the violence pervaded
the social theory of psycbology for decades and, indeed, hag underlain the

Host basic rfuilosophies of nfan's behavior.
fxphanaLtion for so many theories in the past.

Here, at the very least, is the

`-,

®
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It should not be overlooked that on this GE line one finds what

the uninitiated call "past lives'f.

This continuous living on the part of

the somatic mind does not end with the ape.
Present tine.

It contirmes right on through to

The GE contains enormous amounts of data about recent times

and past times.
The GE in America seems to have followed the track of the western

Civilizations.

This accounts in pal-t for the strange fact that our histories

give us enormous treatises on Greece and nothing on Persia, great tomes on

Rome and litue on Egypt, enormous writings on that small continent Europe

and very little on Asia.

A correct track of civilization is not from

Phoenicia, through Greece, Rome art ELrope to America.

It is from China

through Chaltea, through Babylonia through Persia, thl`ough Aches and
minorly through Greece, Rome and EL]rope since these last form a decline from

Statures much greater than they before them.

The American GE enters

Civiliza+ions at various times and periods. It usually passed through Greece
and Rome and Europe, which accounts for our fixation on these minor enpires'

and irferior societies.

,

The point here is that a study of history is very

restimulative to the GE and produces body alterations for which the theta
being, not having been there usually, cannot account®
YOU as a theta being, may or may not have seen Greece or frome.

rour REST GE has probably activated a body there, jug+ as it has been,(in

accordance with Damin and his Russian copyist, one of the patron sinnts .

of the c"rrent slave st?te Of Russia, Lysenko} an anthrapoid in the deep

forests of forgotten continents or a mollusk seeking to survive on the
shores of scne lost Sea.
By the way, if you cannot take a warning, your discussion of these

incidents with the `dninitiated in Scientology can produce havoc.

Should

you describe ''the clan" to some one, you may restimulate it in him to the extent

a

JO

-25of causing severe jaw hinge pain.

One such victim, after hearing about a

clam death could not use his jaws for three days. Another"had to ha,ve"

two molaLrs extracted because of the resulting ache.

The clam and all these

incidents are very much present in the GE and can be restimulated easily.

So do not be sadistic with your describing then to people - unless of

cotrse they beligerantly chin that ELn has no past memory for his evolution.
|n that event, describe away.

It makes believers over and above ermiching

your friend the dentist who, indeed, could not exist without these errors

and incidents on the evolutionary line!
The auditor should know about this line for it someimes crosses

the theta line, which is to say, it is "co-experienced" in places by the
theta being.

This is simple to urmavel.

Also, the pc may have a GE

incident in such forceful restimulation that the auditor has no choice
but to audit it.

Then one says GE incident he means of course anytriing on

the entire evolutionary line including "past lives''.

One must not forget

that the theta being has also shared, with another (not the present) GE
Bone of these past life experiences. One can discover when the theta

being first cane to Earth, when it first has a }unsT body. on Earth and so

discover its first contact with some REST body line - it has co-experiehced
with a GE in every life where it has had a MEST body.

There are extra-temestial GEs, perhaps, GEs which evolved elsewhel.e

and which are stiu elsewhere. These GEs would be on the evofutionary line

of some other planet. They would not cross into this evolutiormy line.
But the theta being, where it has had a REST body on some other planet

ny have had it in coinpany with a GE there which had its oun peculiarities.

One almost never audits such a thing but it is remarked that it can be there.

The fouowing incidents are audited with the usual tools of
Dianetics and Scientology, with due attention to TECHHIQUE 80.

One may wonder

®

®
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be audited, is part of a motivator-ovel`t combination.

Then they do not

react on a meter, when they do not present thenselves to be audited, don't

bother to go looking for them. If they are to be audited they win react
with violence, as much as a five or twenty dial drop on an E-meter. If
they drop in such a fashion there is a companion incident, which is to

Say that they have motivators where they are overt acts and overt acts where

they are motivators.

Such a drop means that they are being used in present

time as motivators or overt acts.

THE ATOM

fu,cretius said that each aton was life.

This may or may not be

trueo But the first incident one finds in the GE behaves as though the
Dc were an atom, complete with electronic I-ings. This incident audits veri

poorly until it is located as a companion to some overt act.
There seems to be a ''hole in space" irmediately ahead of the Atom.

Just after this hole is a condition of motion, with the pc in the center,
rdth rings of motion traveling aLround him.

Characteristic of this incident is a state of r.ind wanting no
A-R-C, neither to receive A-R-a or to give A-R-C, wanting no N0 A-R-C

give or take.

This is a confortable aloneness. The pc usually perceives from

this his later necessities for ARC on a UST level.
THE cOsMlc IrmACT

As pkysicists tell us, cosric rays enter the body in large numbers
and occasionally explode in the body. Very early on the track the impact

of a cosmic ray and its explosion is very destructive to the eristing
organian.

One is "accepting« rays and snddeuly one explodes. Somet'imes

0

-25ore is accepting one while another explodes elsewhere.

This has been found

fairly basic on an andety stonach, on acceptiomrejection confusiors.
Remember that in all eaLrly incidents there is a GE line for the left side
of the body and one for the right t5ide and either one can affect the whole

body when it is run.

Thus there are ATus for the right and left and

COSHC RATS for the right and left sides both.

THE PHOTON CONVERTRE

All early life is fixated on converting photons to energy. One
finds the algae and the plankton taking their living from photons from the
sun and minerals from the sea.

Becense at night there is no sunlight the photon converter sinks
into an aLpatky which eons later becomes the MEST body's craving for sleep.

This is a basic problen of no energy received, very little -storagea for
energy.

All photon converter incidents are concerned with light and dark,

the stoms of the sea, the fight to keep from rolling into the surf.
The fear of and combat with the merciless surf is characteristic of au

early incidents until well after the "weeper".

Sending the iu to the

seashol`e to listen to sul.f is a guaLranteed restimulator.
There are many types of these incidents.

A basic one is concerned

with fear af sinking, effort to rise, for the photon converter must stay

afloat.

\

Past deaths as a photon converter aLre comon.

For pn|y by dying

and knowing how one died could the GE utilize the chief counter-efforts
which menaced.

A chain of experience which did not include death would

rot be able to build efficient organisms and would be unprofitable.
on the GE line bas a very great value and marks progress.
theta line is so much wasted time.

Death

Deatb on the

Hence the quarrel between the GE and

-4;Ito re-trap thebans who are bothering him but Qf homo sapiens has the tec]5niques

for getting free himself, some miracle might avert this.

Possibly a Handful of

thetans will someday become alarmed at the worries and. efforts of homo sapiens

and. try to throw the remaining race into a super-controled slavery.

All that

is speculation but it is not a speculation that life wi]| become much more

interesting on this planet. It is doubtful if the thebans will pull off the
ultimate trick - simply knocking out the atmosphere : of the planet -that llclearsw
evelFbody after a fashion.

There is nothing as wild in the books of Hen as will

probably happeri bare on Earth.

And it will happen and be allowed to happen

simp,y because all this is so incredible that nobody will even think of stopping

it until it is far, far too late. Its incredibility is its best sffeguard, so
you needn't bother to convince any.body who doesn't want to believe it.

the medical profession two art a half years to catch on to prenatals.
getting cleared Of bodies don't need any suck time lag.

simple request -don't get

It took

People

And so, may I make tbis

spectacular until a few of the boys make it.

Iou

donlt want to be lonesope - and you']| need re-enforcements if a war gets
declared on thctans here.

The PC may think he can do it alol]e if he gets cleaLred

of a body -he'11 'need more help and company. than he thinks.

So, again, as

a final note on.this chapter,1et's not go upsetting goverments and putting
on a show to "prove" anything to homo sapiens for a while; itls a horrible
Jr=.

temptation to knock off hats at fifty yards and read books a couple countries
away art get into the rotogrflveure section and the Hearst Weeklies -but youlll
just make it touch on somebody else who is trying to get across this bridge.

I,et sleeping sapiens snore in the bulk for yet awhile.

Then meet someplace

and decide What to do chout him and his two-penny wars, his insane and his prisons.

Ten people cho want to invalidate all this, ''¥our criticism is very just. Itls
only fantasy."

Cure up the laJne and the halt and the incompetent with whatever

display of technique you need.

Protect theto clearing until there are a ferv.

a
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the theta being.
THE HELPER#

TRE HELPER is one of the most powerful incidents in terms of charge

on the early track.

It is actually mitosis or ceu splitting.

Ltdec±de¥eto:Ed±Cv=::.es]=°sng:r:st:oTs::L='±:Oil::.aT=e::¥±u¥:uns;dieuly

:i°=°;Sd::sam:::ewint::Ss::::.tt±¥:vi::eaps:::,W:::Ss::es::i::e:::t::h::d
Starts to go about its business. Then it sees that the other side is limp
and fauing toward the mud below the water.

The energetic side turns and

dives and tries to nudge the other up to the surface, ''.Pies to revive it.
I

The failing side may revive. In the incidents you will find there will be
one of two outcomes: the failing side fails despite the other's effol`ts;

the failing side I'evives and ncw, au energetic, swims away leaving to his
fate the other that helped it and who is now too weck to live and so sinks
and dies.
There are two sides to the HELPER.

The whole sequence of the

losing side is present, the whole sequence of the winning side is present.

The corfusion lies in the fact that each is itself, but a moment ago was
the otheh

There are whole squads of HELPERS.

It is a confusing area for

the GE which therein has much cause for Pis-identification.
RE CLAM
\

.`--

A variety of incidents may intervene P:~t.¥e,:n,tpe ELpr¥;;gco!. t,he .
REEPER.* These are the evolution chain which indrde jeuyfish, seaweed
..-.

and some other forms.

`

.

..

It is interesting that imobile states are most

liable to have heavy incidents.

It is also interesting that bulbous

(itNote: The HELPER and the WEEPRE were located by Jack Normacher While

engaged in research to complete data on the evolutionny line. He is
being awarded enM® Dn. for this discovery.)

®

0
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experiences with sunligife in the absence of water. A distinct somatic
' of drying and itching is felt by pcs when they encounter this incident,

a restiqulation of the drying outer skin of the dying seaweed.

It is

also interesting that bulbous seaweed is an early pattern of Man's later

genel.al form®

Jellyfish incidents are quite renarkable for their oc-

casioml aberrative force; the jellyfish sometimes drifts into a cave
or grotto and is pressed against the stone by rising tide and waves, thus

gaining the first facsimiles which later become a shell as in the clan.
Here ls an example of the principle of counter-efforts molding the physical
shape and necessities of life forms.

~.`

THE CLAM is a deadly incident, but mostly when restimulated on

purpose®

Although this al`ea of the track is called the CLAM is is improbable
+

tha,t the actual animal was a clan such as our razorbacks.

Visios on this
1'

seem to indicate that it is a scalloped-lip, white-shelled creature.
The clan was, of course, quite thoroughly fixed to the rocks and the state is
very static.

The clam had many troubles®

The first of these troubles is

the double-hinge problem. One hinge viishes to stay open, the other tries to
close; thus conflict occlJrs. Here we have two control centers, both of them
more or less equal in power, hawihg no internal communication.

In the jell37fish we have the first third dynamic engrans where the
goal is to hold together at all costs.

As soon as the hinges are formed in

the clan we have our first efforts to be completely contrary and internally
&t war.

The solution occurs when one hinge goes into apattry and the other

assumes complete control.

The hinge epicenters later become the hinges of the human jaw.

Should you desire to confirm this, describe to some uninitiated person the
death of a clan without saying what you are describing.

"Can you imagine

®

®
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a clan sitting on the beach, opening and closing its shell very rapidly?"
(Hake a motion with your thumb and forefinger of a rapid opening and closing.)

hT:e:octh=veT::::pt:::hj::=e=.thA=St:ear:e=dL::::::i::uup:e:e:::ayeven
whether or rot the sheu stays open at the end or closed.

And he will, with

no hint of the death aspect of it, talk about the "poor clan" and he win
feel `quibe sad emotionally.

The clan had an astonishing number of adventures for so minor a

Creature.

It roum get -things into its shell and be unable to get them out.

It would get its sheu stuck open and be unable to shut it.

cad it would

come loose from its rocks under the surfe.ce of the water and get tossed into

the broil of the surf.

And it would become desel`ted by the tide and left to

bake under ,a frying sun, a quite uncomfortable situation which restimulates
sometimes in a sunburn.

There was or is a spore method of procreation used by the clan.

The spol'e was put on the inside of the lip and permitted to grow.
it became large enough to become a clan on its orm and would depart.

Eventually`
Thel`e

is a guardian-emotion on the part of the clan for these spores and a sadness

on their deprture.

But there is more to the spore than this. The spore

WaLs like a barnacle.

alive in the shell.

Then the clan was cast ashore, these spores were stiu

The sun rouH kin the irmer ceus of the t'bar"cle"

while the outer sheu ceus stiu lived.

The dead irmer ceus would form a

gas which, tnder the heat, wouH explode violently, to the agony of the

living barnacle sheu ceus.

This bursting was sudden and painful.

These

Spores gave incidents which permitted the human teeth to have a pattern.

The ancient bursting engrans are stiu dr±tized by the teeth which, under
stress, burst or feel like bursting. Running out some of these bursting
incidents will take the ache out of a tooth rapidly.

The «fifth nerve channel"

0

-29is aTourd the mouth and is heavy out of all proportion.

A nerve channel

ig as heavy as it has to conduit pain away from the area.

Thus I deduced that

there must have been much pain in this area and. that the ''fifth chaunelw is

the oldest nain conduit and so it is..

Audit all such incidents for all

teeth and you have permanently taken the pain out of toothache and cut doun

decay.

By tbe way, a barnacle, because of this bursting possibility, at

|engtb developed a ''blow-out area" a cap which would blow easily. And teetb

bare such an area. It gives way and makes cavities.
The clan had many, many qeaths.

the one in restintiation.

A scan. across its deaths locates

Iou win be unzed to find the clam sufficientry

advanced as a cellular-somatic mind to have postulates, to think thoughts.
THE CLAM is actuaHy a group of incidents rather than a single one.
THE REEFER

After leaving the sea, the GE spent a half a.million years on the
beach.

It had already knorm about air as a plankton, had haorm about the

beach as seaweed and dying clan.

Bu.t it nevertheless required some half a

riHion years, according to the evolutionists, for the creature to learn to
L

use the land.
The plights of THE WREER are many and pathetic.

Still obtaining its

food from the waves, it yet had to breathe. Waves are impetuous and often
irregular.

The WEEPER would open up to get food from the water and get a

wave in the shell.

It would vigorously pump out the water and try to get .

some aLir and then, before it could gulp athosphere, be hit by another wave.

Here was anriety.

is poor.

Being still a shell animal, the mobility Of tbe WREPER

It could not withdraw rapidly nor advance rapidly. Tides went

out and left it to bake and thirst.

The sand got into it.

to pump water swiftly in order to continue to live.

And it had

e
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deduced that crying in a human being is very unrmtural. try is it that a
human being has to pump out sons salt water in order to feel better - which
is to say, "ky does crying out a grief charge produce such a change in a
Case? .The incident zBust be one of pumping out salt water. And this is

praoticauy the total activity of the WEEPER "hich, living perilously
on the edge Of the surf, hed to pump to eat and to breathe.

The creature

her two pumping tubes. These later became, because they were furthest toward

the ligife, the eyes of the human being.

These tubes had very rough treatment,

getting fun of sand, being battered by surf.
The inability of a pc to cry is partly a hang-up in the qpEEPER.

He is about to be hit by a wave, has his eyes full of sand or is frightened
about opening his shell because he may be hit.

times merely a case of ''shell-shut''.

. '

ha occluded case is some-

-

Get the pc to `ima.gine that his eyes are in his mouth, locking out.

Get. hit to scan through such a situation. Iou will find the weeper which

he has in restimulation.
"

If you Hake a pc go through au the pftysical motions of sobbing

conunlsively, no matter what his emotion may be, he may cormect with the
meeper.

Bdching'; gasping, sobbing, chcking, shoddering, trembling, aLre

all manifestations Of emotional drenatization of the weeper.
'

The weeper (origimlly called ttthe Grim Weeper"or the Boohoo)

had trillions of misadventures.

Scandng over these the auditor will find

the one or two which have remained in restirmlation and which are open

to auditing.
TEE VOLCANOES

Earth was undergoing volcanic upheavals during the days of life
on the beach.

Possibly 'it was this volcanic action which Severed the

I
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chain of evolution for there is a lack of real reason why this evolution
should not be co+tinuing on even today.

The progress of evolution was

cut at the beach, possibly, because the beach is peculiarly subject to
violence during volcanic upheavals, sea and land being in clasb.

Now and

then the and.iton will find a volcanic upheaval inciderfu in restimulation
with its palls of choking sulphrous smoke.

It has been suggested that

smoking tobacco is a sort of dramatization of volcanoes which, `at the least,
were spectacular.

`
THE EIRE

Occasionally the creatures of the beach, still shell aLnimals,
her their troubles with birds which had become so earlier.
very crude construction developed a taste for clams.

adequate defense against tbem.

become bird `food.

Clans had no

If a clam opened its sbell, the bird

would thFTst in a beak or a claw.
wound fly up into the air.

Birds of a

If the clam then closed, the bir.d

The clan would let go, drop on a rock and

If the clan didn't close it became bird food anyway.

Falling -sensations, inde.cision and other troubles go with the
BIRES.

.

Sometimes a pc will come up with an incident where he was a bird

or even a bat.

call dub-in.

The auditor should be very careful about what he wou]d

F6I` this one belongs not in the GE but most likely in.the

theta line with the pc taking over the body or form of a bird or bat.
The incident is quite valid. It does not however, belong on the GE line.

Theta line incidents occasionally restimulate and group with GE

incidents.
tbe BIRDS.

Auditing brings then apart easily.
For theta beings can fly.

Thus it is in the case of

®
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In that so many fish and animals were equipt with s? many teeth,
it is inevitable that somebody somewhel`e on the track would have been

eaten.

And so it is, for there are a great many "being eatentt engrans.

These minor cil`cunstaLnces are, of course, motivators® The auditor should

realize that the GE itself did scme eating and thus there are many of
these eating engrans which are motivators.

Diet fedists, people who win

not eat meat are hung in maybes on the subject of digesting and being
digested®

Many strange psycho-somatic ius and skin manifestations may

be traced to these incidents.¥
I

Anyon: who knows TECENIQUE 80 knows that dispersal of energy is

a difficult crondition to rune

recognizes the fact.

The GE about to be eaten by a fish, suddenly

And his attention units disperseo In fact he may

disperse right off the coucth.

Few auditors, in the absence of TECENIQUE 80,

have been able to inn "being eaten" incidents.

Knowing about the dispersal

of attention units and haowing that this is fear may permit an auditor at
last to inn and reduce these ttbeing eatentt incidents.
There is a strange compliance on the paLrt of the GE, in some

cases, to be eateno

Later on this may take on the form of conplian6e in

being beaten or abused®

soch incidentso

Hasochism on the GE line may have its seat in

There is an 'femotion" of being able to at least assist

the surtival of another body by letting it be redo
Auditing an "eating" incident consists of requiring the pc to

locate the dispersal of his attention units and the center of that dispersal.
The attention units maLy be located far behind the GE in the"eating" incident
T`

and should be traced from there back to the pc until they are reduced.

(¥Note: Larry Platt, HDA, suggests that psoriasis may be caused by the action
of digestive fluid in some incident where the pc was being eaten. Subject to

0
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THE SLOTH

There are many steps and incidents between the BIRDS and the
SI,OTH.

However they are most of them mobile and few of them are found

in high restimulation.

With the SLOTH we again find the GE in a state

which is not very mobile, not easily defensible, in a world where the
evolutionary line has produced more developed and more carnivorous beings.

Han's line is not very pugnacious.

The GE is smarter in Hanls

line than the GEs in other lines, but Manls cur.rent intelligence comes fl.om
an entirely different quarter than evolution.

The SLOTII shows Man's

nature well, so far as GE's are concerned.

''Leave me alone and 1'11

leave you alone'' is the philosopky here. But the sloth was slow and easily
attacked and he had bad times falling out of tl`ees when hit by snakes,

falling off cliffs when attacked by baboons.
to TIIINK.

And the sloth was trying

The most pitiful painful efforts at thinking are found in

this series.
THE SLOTH is a chain of incidents and misadventures, mostly

showing up fear of snakes and of falling.
THE APE

`

When man had advanced as far as the APE he was agile and intelligent.

The APE is usually an area of overt acts against animals and incidents of
protecting young.
Tlm plLTDOEN MAN

Man's first real Manhood is found in the PILTDOEN, a creature not

an ape, yet not entirely a Man.

It is so naned not becamse it is accurately

tbe real Piltdown Man but because it has some similarity.
TbeTILTDOWN contains freakish acts of stralige "logic", of

demonstrating dangerous on onels fe]|ows, of eating one's wife and other

.

u
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somewhat illogical activities.

The PIIITcomu teeth Her ENOREOUS and he

Has quite careless as to who and what he bit and often very surprised

at the resulting damage.
Obsession: about biting, efforts to hide the mouth end early

familial troubles can be found in the PII.TDO".

It is i wonderful area

ln whicb to locate GE overt acts.
\

IHE CAVERN

Keeping women at home for men and keeping a man from keeping one
at home for women can be found in the CAVEMEN.

Here one crippled one's

roman to keep her there or poisoned one's man for having kept her there.
Marital malaction often goes back to the CAVEMAN.

Any condition of

interpersonal relationships can be found in this area.

Jealousy

and overt acts around it, strangling, smashing in heads with rocks,

quarrels about hones, tribal rebukes, pack instincts can be found in
THE CAVEENo
PAST DEATHS

It "st be kept in mind that past deaths happened to tbe GE
and to the theta being.

Any GE has a regular line of past deatbs, cgming

on forward chronologica]|y.
The auditor may have sore difficulty locating GE deaths in the
last few thousand years because deaths are also registered on the theta
line.

The GE undei processing may have had hundreds of theta beings

in comand of it down tbe centul.ies.

There is a matter knorm as the

''second facsinilew or ".duplicate facsimilel'. A theta being takes a
Picture of the memory of a GE and carries it as a record.

picture of the memories of theta beings and carries those.

A GE takes a

Thus tbere

Can be many. ''second facsimiles" of past deaths for the sane period of tine.

One should not be surprised at Wdiscovel-ingn five past deaths au occurring

a

®

®
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in the sane span af years.

Sons will be second facsimiles, a marfuun of

two for that period will be actual incidents.

One death happened to the

theta being using another GE line, the other happened to the GE.

They rim

be in different places and at different times.
Second facsimiles are "photographsw of tbe memories of another.

They are still pictures usually.

Their characteristic is that they show

up with only tro or three pictures of some long situation.

As they are

Wpictures" of charge and age and everything else, they will show up on

an ETmeter as charged incidents. But when one tries to audit them they

change into the basic incident, the actual one, the ''pictures" vanishing.

The existence of a real facsimile in the GE or the theta being will
restiunlate and hoid as locks, pictures taken from former theta beings
and GE's.

Any deatb registering, or any incident registering on in E-meter
I

for a certain period in the GE line`tells you that there is a real incident
in that area.

Hunting for the real one, you may find some of these

second facsiniles. These usually evaporate when touched and tbe actual

incident is quickly found.
This matter is mentioned because auditors are sometimes puzzled

by shifting dates on an E+meter or incidents sinulthneously occurring
where they should not.

An auditor, merely ty pursuing the matter, -auto-

matically sorts out the second facsimiles which may be there and finds

the actual facsimiles which must be audited.
Contact between a tbeta being and a GE must be very intimate for

a photograph to be taken of the otherls facsimiles.

in ainost trypnotic rapp6rt for the matter to occur.
themselves do not shift from one to the other.

Or two beings must be

The facsimiles

One being simply sees

and mkes a "picture" of the facsimile of another when that other has tbe
facsimile in restimulation.

Any auditor has "seen" his pc's incidents.

a
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ASSUMPTIONS

ASSURETI0N is the name given to the act of a tbeta being taking

ove'r a REST body.

This is occasionally found to be part of the record

of the GE strong enough to be audited.

It is the sensation of being taken

over thoroughly, sometimes contains the sbock of contact.

The ASSURETION

takes place in post cases just prior to birth for every GE generation.
Evidently theta being ASSUMPTION is recent on Earth.

It is rare to

find a theta being comirig to Earth 55,000 years ago, rarer to find one

earlier. 70,000 years ago is the present earliest arrival of a theta being
on Earth.

In a great many cases, the pc (for the awareness of awareness of

tbe pc IS the theta being) will be found to have arrived on Ear.th for the
first time only a few hundred years ago.

E-meter reaction occurs in tbe GE

line on these ASSUMPTIONS an.d the auditor should be careful to differentiate

whether he is reading for the GE or the pc himself.
The GE fakes a poor outlook on ASSUMPTIONS but in reality it is

not much different to the GE to be taken over ty a theta being than by a
new epicenter developed in the past generation.
There is a smothering peculiar to ASSURETI0N from the viewpoint of

the GE which is fouowed by a fear of being caught, a desire to hide, a
ronderingness at this nothingness which hit him and w'rapped him up.
DEPARTURE

The GE stays with a dying body to the cgmplete end and then soars

uprards and obtains a downview of the dead.

This is routine.

In that the

armten of death deepens as the end nears and goes deeper tban in any other

incident, an auditor may .leave the end of a death unandited by carelessness.
The theta being leaves earlier than the GE and tbe GE sometimes

records the departure of the theta being before the GE its.elf departs from
the dying.

There are conditiorml departures of both in bad accidents and operations.

®
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THE THETA BEING is the principle target of the auditor.

The PC IS the tbeta being.

The. min thing urong with any PC is that he camot disentangle ifeERE
from entities nd somatic entities, from demon circuits and UST bodies.

Ee

wants to know WHO be is art WHERE he iso

A comon complaint from a PC is that somebody won8t let him be hiself.
The joke Of this is that the PC doesnlt know who HIHSRE is, "ch less "try he
can be allowed to be Hrm.

Take any PC and2nging co`ncept I-ing, motivator, overt and DEB and you

Will find him instantly in the midst Of dozens of engraus if you ask hit to
"n the concepts ,"I an nyself"p ''You are yourself", "That is my nape?" who

an I" nd siznilar concepts which attenpt to single out his identity.
The ordy reason try a person bee,omes aberrated about other people is that
he camot distinguish between himself apd otherso

row find PCs -and auditors too -

who go around ticking themselves burdened with the facsimiles of others, who

becone I`estimulated and then try to inn the engrans of others to cool the

restinulation.
-,

IDRETmcATIon OF THE REAL t'IW is the sure cure for IDENTIFICATION 0F
SELF WIH OTHERS AND 0TRERS "TH 0THERS®

Win is the PC?

He is tbe tbeta beingo

HOFT does one. reany de-abemate art clear a PC?

By clearing the theto being.

By mming genetic entity incidents, ty cleaning up present life, ty `
running "pest deaths" the auditor can get rid of psyche-somatics by the bale for
the pc®

The auditor cam practicaltry rebuiH the body®

ty taking amay pains .restimuhated ty thiriking.

He cam clarify thought

He can do a thousand thousand

naJmels never before possible here on Earth - or anywhere else for that dLatter®

'

®
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he have?

He has a composite +.being,..`' gcod enough fo be caned hobo novi8 -

a theta-anirited MEST body possessed of new and desirable attributes.
mean he has the PC cleared.

That doesnlt

That doesn't mean he has located the PC for the PC

nd restored an ultimte selfndeterminism.

It nears the auditor has done well.

The auditor has qede what we are calling a REST clear, a good, sane, rational
UST being about a skyscraper higher than homo sapiens.

But in that homo sapiens

is a pretty'horrible thing to be, this isn't good enough, not neal`ly good enough.
ThiE= homo novis is limited in his self-deterrinism by all the economic ho```

and social restrictions of an abemated society. He is not free of food, clothing
or shelter. He dies when you get hit too cold, he perishes when the oxygen content
drops too low.

He is living in a tolerance band which keeps him craLmped to the

face Of one second rate planet in a.tenth rate system, prey to au the iu will
that blows.

1§ this being free or selfLdetermined?

Ma:ybe he is good enough to

overlord his fellows into a security for himself never befol`e possible.

But that

|s his ozily real route toward security. He must fight art cormand for his three

squares, he mat use police protection in order to keep himself free of bullet
holes and bumper marks®

god-like.

Compared to a horo sapiens, homo novis is very high and

Compal`ed to a tl`uly selfrdetermined being, hobo novis is an ant reedy

tQ die under anybody`s misstep.

his universe is a rough universe. It is a terrible and deadly universe.
Only the strong survive it, only the ruthless can orm it.

Given one weak spot

a being carmot long endure it for this upverse win search it out and enlarge it
and fester and probe it until that peak spot is a festering wound so large that
the being is engulfed by his own sores.

Fighting this battle for silrviral, and fight it he must, a being in the
HEST universe carmot seen to afford decency or charity or ethics; he caret afford
ny ieakness, ny nercy.

The moment he does he is lost - for he is surrounded ty

CJ
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of his social surroundings, will engulf him instantly that he ceases to. obey the
very least laws af REST.

This is a universe of for.ce. It is not a.:i]nierse of reason. B"tal,
unthinking, without decency or mercy, HEST force anaits witb pulshment any
being with any weakness.

The possession of a REST body is a liability for through that body the
being can be given pain,: can be reginented by the routine demands of eating

and care fron ham until at the very, very highest he can.be but a puppet
dancing to the spin of sons unthinking..planet under the strong glare of a remote
and careless sun.

Under these conditions a being, burdened with the care end

liability of a' body, made uncertain ty an unknotingness, bows to Strange art

non-eristent gods; resorts to terrible make-shifts in lieu of justice, cringes
before the mightier bomb, the sharper blade.

ron have e±anined an engram.

.

A standard engra]n is sinply tbe co]|ision

of the body with the REST universe with sufficient impact to produce the corfusion
of attention ]mown as Wunconsciousness" .

Should you care to make a test, just "n ttcame of the body'' as a total

therapy.

Iou will discover that by rurming out the postulates of a PC about

his body art its care and his injunctions and insistences to oth.ers that they
Care for their bodies you can produce soaring changes in tone.
Can .be written concerning this therapy.

it - the first bcok in Dianeticg.

ch entire bock

An erfuire book has been written about

This therapryr couid be style..d., "The efforts

of a theta being to reconcile the frailty of a REST body with the ethics of a
theta being."

They do not reconcile, these two.

St[hope]]hauer, Zeno art names

without minber in philosophy have been trying to make this reconciliation for eons.
One Saysi "Defeat it all and die for only by dying can you defeat it."

chother

says, "rou canlt win, therefore .the only victory is in refusing to try tb tin."

CJ
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.rfuChristianity and a million other -anities have st"ggled with this problen
and the result is a pot-pouri of answers none of which reconcile the problem.
Iou have a soul -it goes off somewhere, you don't know about it.

Iou are a soul,

you d6nlt hacw about it.

Ioday we uve in a vast cult called "Worship the body".

medical doctors,

school teachers, parents, traffic officers, the whole society unites into this
war-cry, tfcare for the body."

This stems from the ignorance that the body is

au thaLt one has, that he will have just one btry, that his total dev;tion is
the care Qf that body.

'

A body is a vegetable. It is not even a sentient.¥egetable for it lacks
perception in the whole , theta range.

has habit patterns which help it

IIike any vegetable it grows from seed and

survive. And like any vegetafole, on'e Hay or

another, it gets used ty others.
"

Ea±ly theta beings saw REST bodies acting and being as though they were

serf-motivated.

This was a curiosity.

The early theta being did not haow that

these MEST bodies depend.a lhouy for their wits upon the guidance of a decayed

theta being.

The bodies looked like entities of considerable force and skill.

The theta beingness of then was hidden and unapparent. Thus even tbeta beings
have been fooled ty at MEST bodies.

A UST body, whether ire belongs to the race of Man or the race of ants

is yet but an aniriated vegetable.

Given a theta being to guide it, it becomes

part of a composite such as homo sapiers:

bere we have a theta being, decayed

into unknowingness, devoted to the care of a rmsT body.

The IIIW of this body,

us actual volition af it, all its wits and skills are theta things derived fron
the guidance of a theta being. By itself the body worn ume, ualt around, react,

Sleep, kill, art direct an existence no better than that of a field mouse or
a zombie.

Put a theta being over it find it becomes possessed of ethics and

morals an4 direction and goals and the ability to reason; it becomes this strange
thing called bomo sapiens, a being above animals art yet an animal.

®
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Give this REST body a psychotic theta being and you get a sort of Frankinstein's monster.

Give this laESI body a hearty. unconscious theta being and you

get a zombie.

The body is a carbon-ox]rge'n engine wbich ri]hs' a.t 98.60 F..

The theta

",

being ig the engineer "ming this engine in a homo sapieus.

There is already

an entity "rming this engine, the GE, but there is here only a total devotion
to avoiding pain, seeking survival factors of the meanest sort, begetting new
+,

REST bodies.

RTery cell in that body has its om theta, the GE is theta.
I

I

A THETA BEING is sapething else entirely.

In the first place the theta being came into being without the need g,f
I

a MEST body, without the need of motors.

in that ft cap cl.eate energy and impulses.

It is close to a perpetual motion machine

It ihicks witbout f&csiriles, fit can

'

act without expel.ience, it can know simply by being.

When we have talJ[ed of

optimum performance ain Dianetics or Scientology, we have talked about th`e actual

top level capabilities of the theta being, not the capabilities of the REST being®
Early wcirk in Dianetics

treats of the composite called homo sapiens and treats that

Composite for what it is, an identity of several parts which act in greater or
lesser coo±dination.

Iou can go right on treating this composite being as a

unit, you can go right on treating him and getting results for which you will
be praised.

But you must inow that you are not treating the actual identity when

you tl.eat the REST body - you are furthering a composite and actu.a]rty you are

Embscribing to the International Cult called ''Care of the Body."
Iou can, at your own choice, go on living with and processing this
composite ]mown as homo iapiens and 6±eate homo novis.

row can use Dianetics

'

to make hitherto impossible .strides.

But be advised that in this choice you are

living with paradoxes whicb no philospher in-all the ages ever reconciled -

the injustice of death, the depravity of h:uman beings as in Plato, the pemlty

of assisting another, the impossibility of having good ARC art surival too,

®
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the liability of being kind art merciful and every "u-swerablen religious
paradox haorm.

You, by persisting in Festerday's reality are persisting then

in problens which have never been resolved with the factors accepted.

¥ou are

demnding of a MEST-theta composite that he be selfndetermined`.when every zepkyr

frau a had universe conhaius death for him and can bum him like a top; you are
I

denarding that he be .'`careful" when his only salvation is to be care-free; you

aLre saddling him with all the unanswered ridfles of an aberrated life in an
aberrated uorid.

Art you are conde.ming a PC to the dwindling Spiral -for the

theta-being as part of the composite decays fast and soon dies forever in the
rigid apatky Qf MEST.

Thus this data is given you.

'

In lieu of this data the only thing which

could `be given Man is the answering salute to .the gladiator.s - they wbo are

about to die.
A9 an auditor, the choice is yours to make - the paLredoxes or the answer.

I would not give you this data unless it can be demonstrated on any PC with ease.

And I would not give it to you unless you needed it.
Here it is®

®

U
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CHAPTER FIVE

IRE CAPABILIIIES 0F THE THEIA BHRE cannot at this time be set doun

in a full sweep Qf data.

In the first place it would be unfair to tomorrow to

detail in miting the e3ract constitution of a theta being, for ty just that
much couid` he pe predicted and brought again into a low state.

not hav6 to know too much of these fun capabili,ties.

The auditor does

The PC win discover them

for hinseif in processing®

But there are a few data necessary to auditing and these are set forth:

A theta being is capable of eritting a considerable electronic flow.

This

|S not done by using facsimiles but is actually a creation of the motion which
We now know as I'electricitym.

A theta being produces c6nsiderable voltage and

amperage, .enough to give somebody a very bed shock, to put out his eyes or cut

him in hair.
The theta being, on his oun, can instill any.thing on the emotional range
into another being for each emotion is a wave length and wave characteristic.
A thefa being does not use facsimiles to think or act.

He does "inock-ups" '

'

of the situation art by axanining the "mock-up" knows how something works or what

should be done with a situation.

His memory is by pervasion - whicb is to say

by pervading again the ar`ea of the data or by approrimation.

He is not stimulus

response .

Facsimiles are accumulated by a theta being at will, discarded at win
much as a man collects stamps. ..

Theta beings can rip chains of facsimiles away from other theta beings.

This is not done as a therapy but as an outright prackish theft.
The identity of a theta being is not based on his memory of events but
oa an actual knowledge Qf identity.
A theta being can be rendered unconscious ty wave action; he can be
kypnotized; he can be made

to sleep; he can be made to possess facsimiles and use

®

®
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RE HIsroRE 0F "E THETA LIRE is long and interesting.

Au you I.eally

Want to know if it, hcmever, is how "ch of it applies to your PC.

Iou will

be pleased to discover tbat this is relatively little, a sump of tbe fingers in
tine compaLred to what could be.

I

The rfuole track seems to be about seventy trilfion years long.

PC may have all of it, but if he does this is very rare.

¥our

rfust because be

has a fun record of this track Of seventy trillion years is no reason be has
lived as himself down that .track.

Thebans like facsimiles just like a homo sapiens likes ffv.

Can take a. facsimile art inspect it.

A tbetan

He likes to collect tbem like a bibliophile

couects books., Any thetan has purloined packises -ar facstjndles fro-in other
thetans just like s¢hcolboys talce pictures of champions away from ea,cb other.
Thus your theban haLs two things:

he has his own record of real experience,

of things whicb actuaLlly happened to him; and he has whole banks of "second

facsimiles" or"photographs" he has taken from other thetans backs.
Second facsimiles are complete pictures.

They wi]| ;how up with

Charge on an E-meter because they also contain the "charge notation".

But the

momeho you lotFate the fact that the whole bank of second I.acsimiles was taken

from another being, the P0 stops using them as experience and they norfuonger

show up on the Emeber.

The characteristic of the second facsimile on the

E+meter then is to show up for a short

time enid then, identified as from

a ttborrowed bamk" not register anymore.

-

The best way to knock out second facsimile backs is to inn out of the
PC incidents of nborrowingM facsimiles.

Helll have many of these.

A PC, needing a motivator for some overt act he has done, will start to

use a second facsinile as the motivator.

It win even give hin somtic:.

A PC may have as many as eight backs he is using.

Identify seven Of them as

+

-`
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This is

the step necessary to get him running on his own actual track.

Iou wi]| find a seventy trillion year history in these Wborrowedtt bainks.
row wi]| usual.ly find a two .hundred thousand down to ten thousand year

history in the actual bank.

The Pee track is usually no longer than two

hundred thousand years, seldom that long.

A common track length is about

thirty.thousand years.
Sometimes you may find that he has used =a second facsimile so much

that '.it has

to be run.

Run, it chows up as two or three still pictures,

not as a moving picture.

Tbe only truly import,ant facsimiles are those which actually happened to
the thetan himself, not what he borrowed.

row can plot out as you wish the whole track.

Incidents given here

in this volume or variations of them will be found on this track.
A comon history of the theta line as applied to your PC staLrts with
his "Separation from the Main Body of Theta'', continues through "Home Universe",

mum into his entrapment. by rmsT beings and then t]rmugh life as we know it

with its eycle Of birth, REST body~ living, . death, between lives wipecout and

birth again.
The overt acts of the theban are "nipping" by which he harrasses other
thebans, "ripping" REST beings - which usually kills them deed much to the

tbetan's surprise, blanketing of MEST bodies for se"al thri]| and other
purposes, trapping otber thetaLns after one has. become a MEST being and the

usual variety Qf overt acts comon on Earth.
None of this is.iery complicated as a history.

'
It is made to LOOK compli-

cated ty the existepce of "borrowed" banks, entities ari "cover-upn

the PC.

actions by

The main task of the auditor is to get the PC to identify himself as

himseif art to identify the actual track of himself. The rest is easy.

C
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THE TIfES 0F INCIDENTS found on the theta line are somewhat different

than the auditor has been accustomed to running in present life processing.
The elements contained in those incidents are the sane - thought, emotion, efforti

Counter-thought, counter-emotion, counter-effort, attention units and counter-units
The enphasis, however, is upon attention units and counter-units. The reason for

this is rather obvious..
How Houm you go about nearly killing an ahost iunortal being?
require aLbout the heaviest force possible.

It would

The tone scale above two contains

Perception, below two there is little or no perception beyond attention units.
Here is the occluded caLse.

The individual hims:lf may be running on a higher

haxpnic of his occluded tone i but the incidents which must be run to restol`e

his perception in incidents are all too heavy to contain much in the way of

perception.

Hence, the tracking of attention units and the skills necessary to

that are the requisites in running theta track incidents.

further, so heavy are

these facsimiles that one must be very conversant with TECHREQUE 80, for the

incidents hang up when the motivator is inn too long or when the overt or
I)ED are I`m too long.

(Old time incidents were said to go into recession. Ibis

is because they had..an overt or a-potivator opposite from them which had to be
Inn.)

The auditor never reauy understands apatky, fear or anger until he has

"n the heavy facsimiles of the theta line.

It is not that they affect the PC

more strongly -they do not. It is that they are so heavy they can be like
so inch glue or hardwood.

Reversing to the opposite incident, to the overt from

the motivetor, from the motivator to the overt alone makes it possible to run

theta line,
One might have knom for a very long time how far back this theta line
Went and how serious weEe the incidents upon it.

But it would have done bin no

a
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I developed otry a short time ago, the incidents would not be "mble at all.
There wel`e two ways of running a case: one was to unburden it until the

natural resurgence of the individual keyed out the lower, heavier incidents,
the other was to run the incidents no mtter how heavy they were. H}e theta line,

then, could not be audited at au until attention unit running and overt
acts had been'developed art refined for auditor application.

The first

method of unburdening is the one which auditors have been doing whouy, whether

they realized it or not.

The other one of cleaning up the .incidents thenselves,

the very bottom basics of the chains has not been in use because it couldnft be.

Thus Dianetics was kept to one life until such time. as the entire mechanical
aspect of the lower track could be examined and techniques developed for

resolving it. Of course

these techniques, if they resolve heavy incidents,

resolve i,|ghter ones as weu and so a revolution in processing

can be aLrmounced

which, if you XPST process only the current life, will resolve it in most cases

in five or ten hours of processing. If it doesn't resolve, then the auditor
simply doesn't haow 80 and that's au there is to it.
".'

Despite the fact that they are heavy, that tbey are strange, theta line
incidents are e'asy to audit IF the auditor haows 80.

If the incidents are very

hard to "n, then the auditor DOESN8T know 80.

There is just one warning about theta line incidents: you are aruditing

the theta nbody", not the UST body. It is theoretically possible to "n an
incident out of the theta being which is too much for the REsr body.

A REST body

which has a weck heart hed better be aLudited in this lifetine only until his
heart condition entirely vanishes.

Some of the theta line incidents kick back

1'

so hard against the REST body that the PC is sure he will not live through

them.

If the a;uditor doe§n't balance the overt against the motivator in 80,

if he runs one side too strongly aLnd heavily and really drives in the somatic,

e
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lying about but not breathing®
The incidents themselves

contain 8ome things the auditor should know

about. One doesn`t have to be a nuclear physicist to unders+`.nd these imidents

but the incidents aLre actually in the reah of nuclear physics.
The auditor must oily know the following:

I. Strong electricqu currents produce in the vicinity of their flow
what are called mGNETIC FIELDS.

If you rmap an electrical wire around a bar of

iron and run current through the wire, you have a magnet.

piece of iron near

When you put a new

this magnet, the FIELD of the magnet snaps the piece of iron

up against the magnet.
2. In the vicinity of any

strong current a wide FORCE FIELD exists.

If this is intensified (by using great quantities of current) the FORCE FIELD

may extend for hundreds of feet or even miles.

A radio station is a sort of

FORCE FIELD in that it reaches hundreds or thousands of miles out from it.

It takes a radio set to pick up or contact this field strongly enough to

get a good reaction out of it but actuany, this instant, thousands of stations
throughout the world are

sending force fields through your body. They are too

mi"te to be measured or detected without receiving sets but they are force

fields just the sane, trave ixpulses generated from a central point and eitending

far out from that point. If a station could generate a biluon times-the
romal current a station t]ses, you would be able to contact that field ptrysically,
it would be so strong.
5.It is possible for a wave to act as a RETRACTOR.

That is to say, it is

Possible for certain waves to pull back instead of push out.. Iou turn a hose on
sonebody. this pushes him back.

There can erist a wave which, if it were a hose,

Would pru you up to the nozzle instead of push you away.

such a rectractor wave.

Thetans can put out

®
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4. It is possible to rig up two or three - or one - standing pole

whicb is then activated with a current which will apply a very strong field to

anyone in its vicinity.

It is then possible to vary these fields to get various
1

patterns of fields or to shift from one field to another to get various
angles of attack on an object. A thetan sitting amongst such a fie]d pattern
`

can be very thoroughly battered arid rendered unconscious. It is also possible

to rig up a post which wouH have a retractor rave coming out of it and which

would pull a theban into the post and pin him there.

5. A field is not always visible.
waves. Tbese

"Black band" waves are the dest"ctive

are not visible and they light up nothing.

It may occur to the auditor that some of tbese incidents, as he hears tbem
being inn, are very reminiscent of the material which is counonly found among

the insane +n .rsanitariuus.

These people are quite given to chattering about

fields and secret waves and telephatdy and things being

electronic devices.

after them with .

The past ignorance consisted of treating anything an

insane person hed to- say as non-factual data.

Today may even say that one

is insane to give thougbt to any such circumstances as occur on the theta
line.

An experienced aLuditor knows

that to ma]{:e the insane sane it iB

ndcdssary to inn the incidents the- insane person is dramatizing.

In a brilliant

flask of insight someday those in charge of sanitariuns may see that the reason

the insane chatt6r about electronics is that electronics are peculiarly
adapted to tailqr-risking insanity and that electroni.cs have been used for
unthinkably long times to handle and control beings.
make a truly slave society.

Electronics alone can

Those in charge of sanitariuns, in view of the

fact that their own figures show that electrical shock do N0 good and have ro
beneficial effects upon patients, may someday wonder wtry they themselves are

stu violently psychotic on the subject Qf insisting that the insane be given
electronics.

Ah, you have it! Those in charge are doing a cmde and ineffective

e
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Electronics make slaves. If Some

of these electricity-obsessed but electl`ical|y ignorant chaps who so gently
Shephel-d our insane really WENT results, I can show then not just how to make a

Patient tractible, I can show then how to give him total aLnnesia so that he can
then be taught like a child and may become useful in a few months.

REAur wipe people out with electronics.

You can

Electric shock is so stupid and so

childish that one renders, one wonders.

So heavy is the concentration on electronics in the theta line, so
Closely connected with energy behavior is the anatony of a theta being ,that
only one trained in mclear physics could halve cracked this riddle.

And with

the data on this theta line, human treathent end the treatment of any life
Passes entirely into the hands of the electronics experts and out of the hands
of the zneddlers with minds whose training in electronics ends with knowing

how to ten on an electric light and who yet have at this writing the only
legislative passports into the crariuns of the ill.

The era has just begun. .

Using theta line data, data accumulated from PCs about electronics, wave

lengths, practises and social customs, a handful of electronics experts could

bring.entil`e mtions into their command with very little work - and those
trained in yesterday would be completely powerless to stop or even detect that
Pervasion of command. This is

this way.

regl`etable, pel`haps.

Maybe au societies go

The atom bomb is a toy compared to a device "hich would turn into

Souuess slaves an entire city, an entire nation, an entire world.

But instead

of hiding this information, one should bring it to light, for if it goes
underground otry then can it completely have its sway.

Such aLn enslaenent to occfr for you are reading

One does

not lock for

the pages end the techaologies

which can and win defeat it.
Ihos, in rmming your PC, keep in rind that he has been, in the Pusl,
Part of societies which had electronics doun to a very fine point, which could

®
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control the very breathing of their subjects.

Recall that he may have been part

of a tom, for instance, in which any revolutionary, lazy or non-survival thought,
if thought,.xpuld bring him, without will, to the steps of the local thought
police station.

Remember in processing your PC that for thousands of years

be has played

the game of enslaving and being enslaved, and th6 depths of

control were such, the acts` .in that control were such as to out soar any mere

imaginings from modem literature.

Model.n science-fiction, even that, is

a aweak piker compared to the data of the past from which these writers of the
future tock their plots.

Earth.

A public couidn't stomach what really went on befol.e

Tour PC isn't able to stomach it -that's why he's fprgotten it.
What does it take to abemate a thetan?

Thousand.s and thousands of

volts, thousands of amperes, poured into destructive wave lengths and thrown

straight in his

face.

can be aberrated?

What does it take to get him into a position where be

Trickery, treachel`y, lies.

Running electronics incidents is not difficult, rot if you know 80.
But there is a datum which must be I`epeated her.e even though it belongs in
HOW T0 AUDIT.

THE DEFINITION IN DIANETICS 0F

I N V A Ii I D A I I 0 N i
I

INVALIDATION- Is ANy THOuGHT, EMOTION OR EFroRT, cOuRTELinuGHT,
cOuNTER-EMOTION OR ; OOuNTER-EFTORT "HIH DENIEs On sMOTHERs THE
THOuGRT, EMOTION On EFT'OHT oF TIE IRElvlDUAL.
I

By this definition, a man is invalidated by being struck 'ty anything.
If he is n]n into by a car, he is "invalidated''.

Any accident!inwhidates him.

Any force whicb he cannot conquer or oopose invalidates him.

I
'

Turn to the chart in your HANDBOOK roR PRECIEARS.
the CHART 0F ATTITUDES, ''1 ENon'', ''1 AM", "FAITH, etc.

Here you See on
The more the force of

an individual is cancelled out by counter-forces, the lower be drifts on
this chart.

Hit by strong forces, he conceives that he "isnlt".

FAITH at the top of the chart tGrrs to DISBELIEF at tbe bottom.

\
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do you get?

ron get B0IroM CHART REACTIOHS.

Ihat is to say, the force is

Such in the incident that he is utterly unable to combat it, thus he conceives
himself utterty invalidated.

In st]ch a wise he comes to express in the

incident B0TTOu SCALE attitudes.

He cantt believe it, he isn't there, etc. etc..

Run any theta line incident with its heavy impacts and your PC win immediately

. Start to discredit it.

Keep him &t it, waive aside all his lacks of belief

and other coments and soon the tone band will rise a notch or two.

Keep the

tone rising, using overts and motivators, and you eventually get perception
and concepts.

thy do you think tbese theta line incidents got lost?
man who has undergone a between lives

Wtry can't a

battering recall that he lived before.

Invalidation ty force is the answer. The chart of attitudes will give you your
guide.

There is another thing you should know about these incidents art the
emotional state of the PC: he has become in his oun eyes so degl`eded

by

force invalidation that he has devoted himself to this vegetable thing the
REST body as the last ditch effort to control some part of the environment.
HE is in¢alidated to nothing. So the BODY has to be something.

And there is something else, a scale you should have of invalidation:
CRITICISM AND COUNTEELCRITICISM are the overt and inotivator

invalidations on the thoughi level.
MISEmrrmNALISM AND COUNTER.NISEMOTI0NALISM are the overt and

motivator inralidations on the emotion level.
PH¥SICAL roRCE Arm cOUHTERTPHrslcAI. roRCE aLre the overt end

motivator invalidations on the effort level.
In current or recent lives thought, emotion and effol`t hang up on the

early theta line incidents. If you can't get a theta line-incident of the
electronics type to unburden, run criticism and counter-criticism in the

current life.
\

,
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In general you will find the PC has been subjected, as a theta being

to enomous invalidation of all his force, power art. natural attributes.
The rise in tone potential in INnning the theta line is such that you can
expect tbe PC to go from low to high on the I+meter after only one or two

Heavy electronics incidents have been "n - but make sure tbey are theta line
and that they happened

to the thetan who is the PC before you.

The intent of other beings was to make this PC into a willing or

urmilling but at least obedient slave or to get him out of the ar.ea and

keep him "nning away thereafter or to mil him into complete useless irmobility.
They wanted him to have good rea'ction to police .`threats (and most psycbotics

go psychotici iinediately after a police interview, no matter how irmocent it was) .
They wanted him to leave NEST bodies

alone and respect

them.

On his part your PC was part and parcel of man]r societies, took his

role in efforts to c6nquer thebans after he hed been conquered.
REST bodies to be respected now that he bad one.

be obedient.

He wanted

He wanted his slaves

to

He wanted beings he didn't like to start mnning and keep on

mnhing ol., balTing that, to be imobile REST thereafter.

guilty himself of any crime or action he protests occured
his worry be confesses that whether -or not it happened

Tour PC has been

to him - for by

to him he did it to

others,
Tour PC was basically good, happy, ethical and aesthetic before the

contagion of the REST universe got him.

Then, stiu a thetan, he wasnlt

very good but he Tras stiu trusting and ethical.
body -well, look around.

Finally when he her a

®
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The SPECIHC IINCIDENT§ ron musT Run OH TEE THETA LIINE are dil`ected

Solely, at this stage, toward attaining a voluntary and controled `separation
between the MEST body and the theta body.

This is much easier to do than you

Would at first believe, and the incidents necessny to accomplishing it
are relatively easy to comprehend and locate.
"--- Renenber that to create a IItheta clear" it is only necessaey to bring

the being up to a point where it can leave and return upon a UST body.

A

Cleared theta cleared would be a fully cleared theban, something so ouch

higher on the tone scale than a UST clear or theta clear that it is difficult
to comprehend.

A theta clear, however, is not difficult to attain. Neither

foes it guarantee the release of all possible aberrations.

A theta cleaLr, some

tones higher than anything known before, is yet subject to some aberration and

Win be until he attains the state of a cleared theta clear.

(Thus, don't

invalidate sonebcky as a theta clear just because he doesnlt act like a saint he migife evei be more devilish than ever!)

Separation from the body!

How the nystics have striven for this one!

India and Wjoin nirvana" has given us "techniques WHICH ARE GUAREIEED T0
GLUE A THERE TO A BODE As THOuG~H RIVETED

AND TIED

"TH IroN BANDs.

bewaLre nysticism and its techiques, yogism and its nonsense.

sO

Tour hard

working author has been over the a.unps and through the hoops of more ny`;ticism

then is even suspected and on the ground where nysticism first hit Earth India, and I can guarantee you that these practices and hopes aLre a sort of

theta trap to keep men in their bodies, in apatky, ill and tied to superstition.
Theta clearing ls about as practical and simple as repairing a shoe-lace.
It has nothing to do with kypnotism, voodooism, charlahanism, mockeyism or

theosopky.

Done, the thetan can do anything a stage magician can do in the way

of moving Objects around.

But this isnlt attained by holding one's

breath

0

i9or thihing #rightw ,thoughts or voting Republican gr ay other superstitious
of nystic practice.

So, "hich is tbe reason I've brought it up, "le out,`

aquitor, any munbo-jumbo of nysticism or spiritualism or religion.

Rule out

anything but good, solid, contgctible incidents which are Inn wholly art

` entirely witb tbe mechanical tecnniques of Dianetics with particular attention to
80.

The key chart of theta clearing is THE CHART 0F ATTITUDrs Hhich you

win find in the ENDB0Or FOR PRECLE4RS.

All the straight wire is done

from that chart.
Here are some incidents, more or less i'n the order that the auditor

will find them and "n them.
'

RE JACK-IN-THE+BOX:

Here we have an invader trick, a method of

tr&ming thebans. -It is a facsinile scranbler. It is very early, cot the
earliest, only the earliest invader tricko

The theban area is invaded

ty UST beings. Tbe thebans bother the MEST beings, nipping theri, etc.. The

UST beings use theta traps. One of these is to give to thebans pretty little
boxes.

These boxes,contain a stack of pictures.

As thetas are disposed to

gather facsimiles, these pictures ire very acceptable.
the pictures.

The theban looks over

He finds they are quite similar one to another.

one, a picture of a box of pictures.

Then he replaces

They show, each

the lid the box
I

'

explodes violently. He iustin.ctively tries to dampen the explosion. He.gets

his aura of beingness fun of pictures which are extremely confusing, being
pictures of boxes of.pictures.

The rurming of this incident is sinple. One

keeps the pc's attention on the point of explosion, out from him. Of course

this point slams back at him every time he puts .his attention on it. .Iou win
find a pc with this in restimulation to be ve:ry curious about serial boxes
whicb have pictures Qf boxes of serial which have pictures of boxes of serial®

There my be several such incident= including being near st]ck explosions.

a

a
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This incident is the incident chich gives one the

feeling be HAS to have facsiniles in order to ]rm'w.

Actually one doesnlt need

facsimiles. One thinks in concepts, approximations, pervasions.

A fine control

trick is to make one thirik he has to have facsimiles. This aberrates hin and makes

him easy to handle.

Eflucational systems are locks on this.

The incident is

an electronic incident, very strong, and sometimes includes a great many
Sot]rce point of energ]r directed against onels back.
ENOWS.

Just before it, one

The force of the waves themselves, depressi]-g one of the CHART 0F

ATTITUDES

stop one from knowing.

This incident gives one an obsession to

have facsimiles, to steal facsimiles, to do anything to get facsimiles. One

ls actually trying to find "hat One lost in the incident and that was lost
by force alone.
WAENING:

DONiT Evm TRy TO REN worms OR OTRER pERcapTI.ONs OuT OF

AN¥ ELECTroNIc INclDENTs.

worms ARE SELDOM INCLUDED IN THEN.

IN sucH EN ERA wAs usuAIL¥ 8¥ THOucHT TRANSFER, NOT Br worms.

CormuNICATloN

THs Is

vER¥ moRTANT.

B0REOWING:

The+,ans hold facsimiles

Can pick up and discard facsimiles-at will.
the facsimile chains of another theban (as

very loosely.

A high scale theban

further, a theban often steals

a result of the OBSESSI0N}.

Thus we vi]| find, as the primary source of occlusion, the B0REOWERS.

A theban puts a rectractor beam on another thetaLn and starts to drag out his
facsimfles. The victim feels like he i+s going`to pieces.

up a black screen to halt the outflow of his facsimiles.

He , the victim, puts

The bomowe± cof]rfers

by throwing a cone of force above and below the victim,` pirming him between
these two cones as though to squeeze him out. The black protecting screen

usually call be held in place but the facsimiles, like smoke, trickle out around
r)

the black screen and to the borrower. Tbe most remalikable thing about this
incident is the SrowNESS with which facsimiles seeri to nm out. Each facsimile

a

a
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No matter how rapidly they are leaving tbese time tabs

give the IILUSI0N of a very long time.

often gives

this inusion.

Rurming up and down one's time track

Thus, although the outflow from the victim

may be done in seconds, it may seen to take years.

The PC often protests

against rmming this incident because nit takes tco long".

Actually it

takes very little time.
Naturally, on the bomower, the overt act must be g6tten as we]J. as

the motivator as Lin all incid'ents "n. If you don't get the reverse to That
you are runTing, incidents hang up.

In the borrower, the overt is the sane as

the motivator as the incidents are very similar but with reverse action.
Hun tds PC as the borrower art the victim both, one after the other', back art
I

forth, in order to get up the whole of each.
This incident is the source of fear of losing onels facsimiles, thei
source of o-cclusion and the collapse of time tracks.
NIPPING:

Nipping is a practice much beloved lJ§r thebans. They send out

two energy streams,like hands, and slap both sides of a victimls head. This

thildly shocks a thetan'to"which it is done.

It can kin a REST body.

This

slap is nbtdble for ca;using ringi.ng in the ears.

this predates any.invader.

It i8 very ealtry.

In "rming NIPS:pne is

It also,postdates invaders.

rmning something very important for it is a basic on holding on to.a
I

UST body. A§ in all incidents, when you run the motiThator, Iun the overt
afterma,ztds, or tica verse®
BLARETING3

This incident consists of throwing oneself aB .a theban .

over another theban or over a HEST body.

Blacketng ls done to obtain

en enotlonal impact or even to kill. It is Strongest in ge"al incidents
where the theban throws two REST bodies together in the se"al act in order
fo experience 'their emotions.

This seREal hast cones

frm THE m±WER . It

is very, very strong and is' very restinulative in the rundng. Here is there

®
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There is considerable frenzy in these

incidents. This is also basic on fastening on to a REST b.ody or Holding a
REBST body or protecting masT

bodies.

It is an overt act.

It.has DEDs

later than it in almost any sexual activity on the part of the PC.
At times

a theban will blanket a MEST body and hoid it so that it can

be attacked ty another MEST body motivated by another theban.

Later

the theban, having cormitted this overt act, will start protecting RE\ST bodies
from attacks ty thebans.

This gives a person great antipathy toward oseeing

men and women together, lays in a basic on jealousy, etc.

Th6re is a steep emotional curve in blariketing. First there is the
high excitement, then orgasm, then, for the bodies, contentment or apathy as

the case may be.

This drop affects the thetan strongly and he gets fastened

to the bodies and it takes sine while to separate himself at times.
incidents make the future fixation on bffisT bodies possible.

These

Thus Freud had

somethi'ng whek he blamed sex, but sex is far from the whole story.
THE BAslc ERROR A THETAN nIADE wAs IN CONSDERING A REST BODy SORETHING

vER¥ SPRIIEL, urmTlvATED By THETANs. HE DID HOT REALlzE THAT ANY MEST

(IrmlAN) BODr Is Run Br A DECArm-TRETEN. IN THIRSTING To RUN REST BODIEs AND
IN

CoNTACTING Tlmi HE THouGFT HE was CONTACTING A CELLULAR BODE wHEREAs HE wAs

ACTUAIL¥ CONTACTING A THETAN ARE A BODE. HE DESIRED TO G0 INTO ARC, WITHOUT
-___ =

ENowlNG

_

I

I

IT, Rim A DECADENT THETAN mao HAD A MEST BODy.

THAT EVERE REST

(HUEN-LIRE) BODE HAD A I]ECARED THETAN ON IT "As unENOEN ro TREANs UNTIL
Now.

THls AccOuNTs roR THE ENBREOus IIKlcK-BACKli RECElvED Br A THETAN wlHEN

RE NIPS A REST BODY oR BLANKETs ONE.

DECAHD THETAN DD.

TIE BODY RIVER DID RAVE THAT PonyRE. THE

RESPECT 0F REST BODIES, THEN, WAS ENTIRELY MISPLACED.

THls Is THE pRIMARr EREOR THETANs MADE.

Tee HAIJVER:

Don't think thebans were only abused.

"hen REST bodies

tried to in¢ade and. take over an area they usually wound up enslaved to tbe

®

®
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thetahs in that area.

And the thetans used them horribly.

The invader

sometimes cane in with electrohics, his only defense against a theban.

The

theban quite ordinarily took the electronics over and used them on the REST
bodies.

One of the processes thebans used on MES.I bodies was a hair-light,

hair-black gun which shot out a waveo

Half of this wave, usuall`y the black,

hit the right, side of the victim's bod,y, the other half, in the sane explosion,

usuall:r the light side, hit the left side of. the vibtim.
of causing him to be tro peopleo
as strokeso

This had the effect

It is also the basic on half-pardysis such

There was cot always regularity in this incidento Sometimes it

was the practice to shoot the victim one way and then turn ]rfun around and shoot
<

him the otherB sometimes the sides and head as we]|.

The halver was rigged up with religious symbols and it truly lays in

religion.

There is a devil on one side, a symbol carried in the light, angels

on the otber

in the shape

side.

Sometimes it was very fancy and was complicated with dolls

of nudes., angels, devils, strong on wires bo slide and dance.

It did telTible things to the victim:

it gave him a conflict, one

side with the other, one being good, the other be.i.r}g.upad.

It gave him sexual

compulsion all mixed up with religious compulsion so that an overdose of
'indulgence. would send him to char.cb, sometines into a life of crime® It was

a control factor used to keep the comrmnity fighting itselfa
The halver lies as a basic under selcual mdtra'ctice, under religious
fervqr®

It shows up in almost every PC as being in chronic restirmlationo

It is the one the auditor n]ns as an overt act when the PC has a sexual or

religious motivatoro
Remember that the restimulation of a motivator when one does an overt

act is not natural but a consequence of having a body and implants about bodies.
You will find some of this ''you do wrong, you'll get it.right back" in the

balver and similar incidents.

®
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This incident is in everyonels back, eitber as a

Second facsimile or ass an original.
"be run.

Only in the latter case should it

It is called l'Facsimile Onett because it is the first proven-up whole

track incident which, when audited out of a long series of people, was found

to eradicate such things as asthma, sinus trouble, chronic chills and a host

of other ius.

It has a verbal content in most cases.

It is quite varied

when found as an original - for in this case it happened to the PC in

the hast ten or twenty thousand yeaLrs. It was originally laid down in this
Gala3qr about

one minion yeaLrs ago.

The "coffee-grinderw (which might be en alternate name. fo'r it) is

leveled at the PC and a push-p" wave is played over him, first on his
left side, then on his right and back and forth from side to side, laying in
a bone deep

not the

sonatic which cannot be run unless you recognize it as a vibrationi

solid board it seems to be.

is dumped

Then this treathent is done, the PC

in scalding water, then immediately in in ice water.

PC is put in a chair and whirled around.

Then the

He was quite swollen after the

pumeling of the waves and was generally kept in a badly run (but quite
modern) hospital for a few days.- Sometimes he was given several treatments

and after the first one could repert back on scbedule for the next.
FAG ORE was an outri8it control mechanism, invented to cut dom rebel

raids on i"rader iustauations.

It was probably designed ty the Fourth

Invader and t]sed by him in its original state and l'ritualw for a consideraHe
tire.

It gave him a nice, non-combative, religiously insane community.

THE MosT ImaoRTANT FART Or FAG ONE AppEREAINs TO ITs ilsu"oNs To couRTII.

Ibis was a sick quiver installed in the stomach area by the ttcoffee-grinder"

dur±mg the first part of the incident.

The coffee-grinder laid in "baps"

on the pineal and other points but a]most haocked out the lineal potential

forever and rchegated its actions to the pituitay.

It knocked in every

'

®
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And these sane ftbaps" were used against the magus

nerve to give what everyone knows as an "anriety stomach", unccmtrolled bcrwel

action, etc. etc..

The invader wanted people to report when sent for.

Thus

the context (WHICH unsT NEVER BE DONE UNTIL THE EMOTION AND EFFORT ARE

REUCED) When the vagus area was "bapped" concentrates on getting the PC

to report quickly when sormoned and makes him terrified of arrest, of courts,

of other legal hocus-pokus.

Thus criminal action against individuals, or

sometimes any legal action, interrupts the glandular system, gives an auriety
reaction which has no equal anywhere else on the track.

Experienced police

know this sudden hitherto inexplicable collapse of the crhinal and his
feeling that he would rather be dead than simply arrested: one carmot
exaggerate the effect of FAG ONE in the legal department.

A check on psychotics

recently showed five, taken at random, to have been"tl`iggered"ty a threat
of amest a short time bel-ore the psychotic break occurred.

This is FAG ONE

at work`.

`

The »coffee~,grinderf' is a two-handled portable machine which, when

tuned, emits a heavy push-pull electronic vv'ave in a series of stuttering
"baps".

It is violentl}r restimulated ty ii;hcLt construction companies call

"widow-nLckel's" -pneumatic drills of the kind used to tear up pavement; the
sound is not dissimilar.

FAG ONE, not silicosis, is I-esponsible for the

mortality Qf workers assigned to these drills on construction pl-ojects.

In the original vel.sion, the invaders operated these machines while
weaLrlng hoods and goggles, not unlike f'hot papa" suits used today on aircraft

carriers. The victim vv'as placed behind a black gauze Curtain but in running
FAG 0HE the PC usually catches glimpses of the "coffee-grindern and the
'

users.

Some people.viho wear horn-rimmed glasses are found to be solidly in

the operator valence in FAG ONE.

Such people are lean and hectic.

Some

persons Whose faces are"swollen''and who pave a «dumpy" build, who are given

®
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to asthm, aLre found solidly in the tictin valence.
The irmeder gratuitpusly left these machines aLround for the yokels.

Believing that the treatheut dyas vital to get to heaven or some such thing

the yokels practiced on each other, found new victfro and generauy spread
the implant anund.

Trouble with the machines the invader left around was

that they ''back-fired« while they were working, sending out a ray into

the chest of the operator to restimulate him, the yokel operator not
Suspecting that the machine was hitting anything else but his victim.
the yokel operator had neither goggles nor a ''hot papa" suit.

And

One of these

unskiued operators lasted sometimes as long as forty victims before he

Collapsed from restimulation himself.

The ''back-fire" characteristic of

the mchines left around also inhibited the local people from using
electronic hand guns art «rifles", thus killing off guerillas who sought to
attack the irmeder, for electronic weapons have a flash-back against the
user.
.J

FAG 0HE deteriorated doun the years, became quite varied and with the

colonization of Earth about thirty-five thousand years ago (or up to seventy
thousand in a very few cases), when used FAG ORE was quite non-standard. But
it has been used on Eaurth against som5 PC8.

.

About a hundred and some thousand yeaLrs ago the HALVER was substituted

for FAG ORE as unch more efficient, much quicker and less destructive of

Persomel art more creative of slave-like devotion. Thus the PC is certain
to have the HALVER as an original; you will also get an E-meter drop on FAG ORE.

Pe sure to ask if it is origirml or a borrowed facsimile.

And don't forget

its overt act is FAG 0ENE being given ty the PC to a victim.
BFTORE EARTH:

in au backs.

There is a BEFORE EARTH and a BmoRE UST UNIVEasE

The incidents are not dissimilar.

They consist of the PC

being sumoned before a council, being frormed dom, being sent elsewhere

0
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than where he was. The odd part of these incident,a, to the PC, is that he is

usually not guilty of anything, not aware of having offended.

He is sinply

rec"ited, is brought in, is sentenced to be transported and goes to
a new area.

The on|;r thing remarkable about these BEFORE incidents is that

they are a very definite degradation and cordermtion of the PC.

They are

best Inn ty scarming the PC backwards on each coluni of the CHART 0F ATTITUDrs,

fron, for instance, I ENon Horll to ''1 ENonn, etc. for the councills intent

is to reduce the person dora scale in order to get a more obedient
TEE JOINER:

There are three major JOINERS on the track, most of them

found will be second facsimiles and do not need to be "n.

basic on entities.

colonist.

Here is the

A person is "packed-intt with other souls ty electronics.

Actually these entities are synthetic.

Very early on the track, two more

entities were ''added" to the victim.

They were, the three, placed in a ring

and harmered by electronics to get them to fuse. There is an empty spot in
the center®

A hater joiner adds two more ''souls''.

These incidents are

responsible for the PC being '!softened-up" to a point where he can be

influenced by having a hypnotized soul thrown aLt him.
marks of these souls on every PC.

Iou wi]| find tbe-

They are the basics on demon circuits.

ch entity favors the envirorment, not the PC art treats the PC just like
somebody in the enviroment treated the PC.

If you ask the entities questions,

the areas (having demon circuits in then) w±Jl respondo

If you ask the

entities "hy they are there they win tell you that they were the crew of
the theban, who is asleep, that they will not work, that they were au
bundled together and sent here.

The theirm response is that be made twelve

errors, eventually couid not control his creRT, went into ARC with them, becane

like an entity, was bundled up, theban, crew

to work mtters out.

and all and shipped down bere

The entities seem to be most interested in keeping data

away from the theban, convincing him he has done wrong.

Eacb entity claims

0

0
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to have had a function that was very specialised.

Insane people are found

to be mming on their entities, not their thebans.
Condition, betokening very solid valence wans.

independenuy of the others.
relief Of many scmatics.

This is a very bald

Every entity can be audited

Past deaths can be run out of them with the

Each has a body, so they say, in paun elsewhere.

Here is a wealth of data and detail.

For.turately none of it is very

mportant to us at this time except in understanding the behavior] of homo

Sapiens.

For these entities, regardless of auditing, work overtime on the

PC. However, in auditing the theta line one is interested only in auditing
" the theban and this is very eaay to do with the incidents given above and
below.

One ignores the entities.

They may be simply borrowed banks.

They do not interfere with auditing for their incidents all run like second
facsimiles and although they register at first on an E-meter, they drop out
the moment the auditor asks if the incident comes from a 'lborrowed bank''.

If we her to audit through the complerity and aberration of the entities we

Would not have a very easy time of it. Fortunately it is not generally
necessary to even thick or know about entities in order to audit the thetan.
The JOINERS, so far as I can establish at this time, can be ignored. If an
entity pops up and wonlt be ignored, just make your PC move into him and

audit out where the entity is stuck on the track (psychotic) and the trouble
Stops.

Considerable time was spent on entiti.es in these investigations.

There was a great deal of data about them yet to learn when they were bypassed in the disco.very of direct methods of auditing the theban who, after

all, IS the PC. A case of paralysis, however, was partially remedied ty

bringing the entity "ho governed that side up to present time and putting
the theban in charge of the area again.

Experiment with them for your

orm infomation if you like; youlu find entities lie, cheat, hold out
data and act generally neurotic or psychotic.

Here is your Wcircuit case."

0
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move in on areas.

Rehabilitate the theban and the entity problem vanisbes.

Start auditing entities and they increase in power.
this tine not answered satisfactorily:
simply electronic instalatiors?
been blanketed ty the PC?
GE line?

These questions are at

Are entities sub-beings or aLre they

Are they very decadent thebans who have

Have they simply decayed until they follow the

Are they control factors from "between-lives"?

has been answered:

This question

Is it necessary to audit entities? And the answer to that

is No®

THE ICE CUBE:

Here is an intriguing incident which, if your PC

demands, should be audited.

of beings to a new area.

This is evidently a method of t'ransportation

The being is packed in ice, is taken to the

new area and is usually dumped in the ocean.

rqur PC, if he has this ore

in restinulation, has very coif hands and feet chronicalJ.y.
responds to hypnosis,
being frozen in ice.

pain, force and other factors.

A theban

He also responds to

-¥ou may wonder how, the being, if the ice-cube is

used or is rscessary at an, can then get into the between lives area so

easily -in other words, if he can be transported between lives rich ease,
"hy chouid he be dumped Originally in the fom of an ice-pack.

Possibly the

answer lies in iRTo invader crews at work; an old invader, already in command

of an area but rather down scale, controls by between-lives; a new invader
crew with more ambition plants beings in the sane area. These beings tben

fall into the between-lives routine which exists unbcknormst to the
i

new cren. . The new crew in the area is later quite surprised to find that
'
:

their planted beings, so carefuuy dumped in tbe sea from a siucer,. are
:

being picked up between-lives and given ''treathent` by an old, established

invader "bose methods of political control are long since established. Then
such a discovery is made the new cren may very likely knock out some of tbe

®
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Tbe ICE-CUBE is quite authentic.
BETWEEN-LIVES:

the betFeen-lives area.

At death the theta being leaves the body and goes to

Here he «reports-in«, is given a strong forgetter

imphat and is then shot dora to a body just before it is born.

At least

that is the way the oH invader in the Earth area was operating.
The implant is very interesting. The PC is seated before a wheel
"hich contains numbers of pie+,ures.

away from him.

As the wheel turns these pictures go

He is moved aside to the right, the left, the back.

A mirror arrangement shows him stin sitting there before the pictures.
force screen hits him through the pictures.

The pictures dim out.

A

The

whole effect is to give him the impression that he has no past life, that
he is no

longer the sane identity, that his memory has been erased.

The

force screen flatters his ore vitality, thus invalidating his erist`ence,
thus installing, by f?roe alone, a forgetter. The pictul`es, by the way,

are

simply generalized views, stius of vacant lots, houses, back yards>

of a recent Earth period and they could apply to anybody. They are not the
facsimiles Of the PC.

The incident contains such force that the PO' at

first quite closely in contact, runs it willingly. As the force cuts dora

his past identity he begins to disbdieve the incident, then himself.

If

left in restimulation he has a difficult time remembering things for some days .
Gradually through a life-time this BETWEEN LIVES incident keys in.

At first it engulfs chi]dhQed, then later and lqter years.

Finally, with age,

the PC starts to cycle though it automaticany and goes into a I'second-childho
Which is to say, he anticipates the coming implant, conceives it to have been

done if he lives beyond a normal life

span for him. (If it usually happened

that he died at sixty, should he now live to seventy he wiu get a feeling
i

in tbe last ten years that it has been drone to him - a routine time restirulatioi

affect.

®
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a restimulaLtion on dying which will wipe out the past life.

Some PCs have

one, some have five, some more of these implants.

The life to life fprgetter would follow as a natural course of events
'

from the fact that the PC identifies himself and is identified ty otbers
as a RE,ST body; further be identifies everyone else as g UST body.

Also

he would rather start, if he must be a REsr body, with a clean Slate and a
new body.

Also he has many overt acts of convincing others they sbouid

forget their entire pasts, for by that he can train tbem for a better future
for him.

ro ImLANI WOULD EVRE SUCCEED unless there was a intunal cause and

reason for the implant to magnify.
The report area for most has been Mars.

elsewbere in the Solar Systen.
report statiors®

Some women report to stations

There are occasional incidents about Eartb

The report stations are protected by screens.

The last

Martian report station on Earth was established in the Pyrenees.

Entities have betfreen life incidents independent of the theban.
These are not necessary to I.un.

Tbere are many types of-between lives earlier on the track, about ten

different periods of the entire track being devoted to a practice of keeping
a theban in a body, worHng and in an area.

These show up as second facsiniles

and are not necessarir to run. But the data is there in the secondary backs
and it is very"wonder.ful"data on ho" to keep races enslaved.
THE HANATOR: Now and then your PC is found "stuck" in the EENATOR.

This is a large, glowing body of radioactive material Which hangs magically in

thin air, a sort of a god, an all-knower.

Its outpulse pets one into a

trance.
The story usually starts with the PC "volunteeringw to come to Earth and

do good.

He walks into the presence of the enanator end that is that.

He has

®
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in that big building.

His flagreenent» is of coul`se enforced.

told that tbey win keep his body safe for him.

He is

He "agrees" to go kelp

out art is transported ty hxpnotic transference.
It never occurs to the PC to question the safety of his body.

He

reports back to it between-lives.

the body is preserved and can stay that

Wa;y for sane thousands of years.

Bt]t bodies do not

last

forever. One day

the PC dies on Earth and reports back drtifully to find no body.
he conceives himself to be lost.

he is ignored®

After that

He is given no new goals betweenlives'

The next life ny find hin knocking on the door of a

Psychiatrist for he is very `llost" end Hhomeless" and generany bewildered.
fanning the emamator sequence and loss makes aJl right againo

The EMANAroR trick as a recruiting device is very oldo Iou win find
many second facsimiles about it in the PCs bank®
I

THE DOUBLETB0D¥3

With one body in a trance in one place and another

body here on EaLrth, trouble occasiordly occurs.

may switch bdieso

A PC during am operation

Pain and anaesthetic or a serious accident cause hin to

Change to the other area with a shocking impact on the other body.
body quite comonly dies or is deranged ty this sodden impact.

Tbe other

The PC wakes

up from unconsciousness on Earth and tens (or represses) tbe fact that be
has died. Obviously, as the surgeo°n or doctor win attest, he didnlt die for

the heart of the petient kept beating. Actuauy the patient flicked into the
other body, tl.ansferred the shock and pain and killed it, then cane back here
and awakened.

This incident leaves a patient very, very. badly distul.bed.

The surge
I

into the between-lives area is so obviously not a death that attendants there,

0

if attracted, will ]mock the body there out with commands to forget, to not
let anyone haow in ol.der to Wprotectw the mystery.

Etreryone, particularly

/

®
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mental doctors, has

ir the past accounted for this circumstance of the

patient thinking he died with wild theories about the affects of anaesthetics
and delusion.

But no p?tient so treated ever recovered ty being informed

that it is all anesthetic nighthare and delusion and tbey do recover

imediately if the incident is run out. Nitrous oride is very vicious in
this regard, for it dpes not dun ny pain, it simply «drorms"the

patient.
Patients twake up after such a double-body incident with the feeling that

they haire just leaned the secret of the universe but they can't quite
recau it.

They have, to sore eatent. Theylve learmea they're kept and

ixplanted else"here.
It is important for an auditor to know that a DOUBLE-BODE may have
happened some liftimes ago during an accident.

To a PC who doesnlt know

of the--past life,."ch less the DOUBLE-BODE, the result is quite alarming.
Io "n a DOURE-BODE, run the operaLtion or accident on Earth, then

inn the incident as from the other foody in pan.

Then run going Wunder"

on Earth and waking in the other body and then mking on Earth.
being in the otper place art appearing on Earth.

rien "n

Run the DOURE LB0Dr I

until it is very thoroughly reduced, "ndng the overt acts on it ag *eu 11

which rim be what the PC says they are.

i
i
1!

THETA TRAPS: There is co subject more interesting than that ;f

IHETA TRAPS.
to your PC.

It is of vast interest to ny inmader.

How can you trap a theban?

'

It is a-instei interest

By Curiosity, ty giving him awards

and prizes (of en implant), ty retractor screens, ty mock-ups, ty :omate

buildings Which he riu enter unsuspectingly only to be electroniced don,
ty many sucb reams the theban is reduced from ENO"NG to a colonist, a slave,
a HEST body.

'
I

All theta traps have one thing in comon: they use electronic force to

®

®
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0

Their

Purpose is to rid the area of those "isance8, the thetams who camot be

Policed, end to gain persomel - al"ys the fomer, not alnys the latter.
The theban feels himself, in some traps, being drarm up to a post.
\

He fights it with his force. It camot be successfuuy fought. He succumbs.
A day or a hundred years later he is picked off and elsewhse used.

A theban can sustain may implants of this character without
becoming obsessed about having a body. But he becomes obsessed very

easily -about having facsimiles.
The JACK-IN-HELB0X is a vaLriety of theta trap.
THE BODE BUILDERS Sometimes a theban is taken off a theta trap

and put into a field which makes him fight again with his attention units.

The purpose of this field is to make him resist its force and to resist
it so as to mould him.

Out of his attention t]rfuts he ''builds" a body.

Later he is given shaxp shots through the places where joints are supposed

to be and is generany tailored into a bodyo
There were many of these on the whole track® In your PC they are

probably second facsimiles.

The body builder used sore fifty million years ago was irery precise.

Although it has degenerated end is less fomalized and although it is

doubtful if you whu find it in more the a second fac.simile, the original
version is given here:

a,

After he mas caught in some kind of theta trap, the theban was
handled as follows:
rm JIGGLER:

Placed over a post, the theban was moved up and down

rapidly and eccentrically for some time.

a

He would try to hold on to and

Stop the Postt rmld go into &pattry and finish ty being entirely invalidFted

as. himse¥ and worm think Of himself as the post, that havin- beccne camseo

®

®
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RE WHIRIiER:

The theban was placed on a platfom which whirled eccentriedlyg

jerkily to the left and right until ne would bum as the post tuned.
THE BOUNCER:

The theban was bounced up end don eccentrica]rty until he

hnd a facsimile which fixed him, it would appear, on his tiro track.
"E SPINNER:

no orientationo

A chair device was used to spin the thetan until be her

The is the probable source of the slang term, spinning, meaning

going insaLE£ ®

rm roexER: This smung or teetered the thetan to the left and right, slowly
and quietly.

This incident is dramatized today ty ny'stics who, not being quite

lou enough on the scale to die, finish the job by picking up old electronic
implant motions end practice than until they have ''control of the bodyn - whicb
they mean to mean without neaning to mean`
THE BOXER:

it, complete body control of WIll.

This incident is a cousin to the ttFli¥-TRAP''.

was to make theban into a complete Stimulus-response mechanism.

Its puxpose

He was hit

` fran every angle by a device rot unlike a boxing glove® He would be forced to

kick back ngalnst it with his forceo At length he would be psychotic enough to

return every motion he receivedo This is actually aberration iiEelf. It is
the psychologists defirition, though vaguely put, of a "Hen adjusted human
beingh,. One who stimulates and responds. without thought..` 1

`

THE FAII.ER3 This installs a fear of falling, also fixes the theban in
the incident on ..the track.

He is dropped again and again and again to

different drops and at varied intervals until he is jgrmed.
THE EDUCATION: After all these, the theban was given a complete

education.

This was of a kypnotic, stimulus-response variety.

It was the

type of education which makes a file car.d systen out` 6f a thinking being.

It is dramatized today in universities as it requires no skilled instruction.
THE FL¥-TRAP: Very, very early on the track, a long time before any of

the present populace cane into being, there was a theta trap caued the

®
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It was of a gumny material. The theban who got into it punched

and fought at this material until he was psychotic enough to react to the
Pkysical universe laws of responding to motions.

He was taken out of this

trap ty a crew of do-g9oders Who hnd caught him for his om good and who

trained him in religious sweetness and sy"p until they considered him fit
to be Part of their groupo

The attitude of these people was SO good, their

manners S0 und§rstamding that the thetan usuauy ran away as soon as possible.
Sunday school sometimes brings this, even a: a second facsimile Which it nearrty '

ahays is, into. heavy restimulationo

;

a

I

Remenber, auditor, that a second facsimile doesntt have to be audited
but Will blch When the PC sees that he llborl`FTed« it from somebody.

But that

I

doesnlt mean he tonlt use it. Lacking a motivator, your PO, guilty of Some
overt act, will go back into his Wborrowings« and pick out any Second

facsimile which looks vicious enough to justify his ore action art he will
use it to the hilt.
age and fury.

Thus you may find your PC stuck in incidents of great

row nay find him with drsclyous in fun bloom (where they

Spent ten thousand lives laboring on the same job, were stuffed like snakes
every fetr weeks to feed them9 where they returned after death because a

Piece of their on body was held in pa;un-) and tmble to work and given to

aweariness beyond description.

incident tends to deperto

Located as a second facsimile the entire

Or, locating the overt act the PC actuauy did

S

himsar, the second facsinile goes rdthout auditing. If a PC hords had to

a second facsirile he is guilty of nope overt acts than he is teuing the
auditor or the incident ia something else than it appears to be. Act your E+meterj:;:
|i¬

1
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GENERAI.IZED INCIDENTS would include anything the PC has done which

is an opSosite motion to the incident in which he is "fang-UPW. The

opposite motion is what hangs tbe incident up.
A MOTIVATon is an incident which happens to the PC art which he

dramtizes.
AN OVERT ACT (whicb may also be covert or accidental) is an

incident which the PC does to. another dysutc.
A BED is an incident the PC does to another dynarfuc and for which

he has no motivetor - i.e., he Sunishes or hurts or wrecks something

the like of which has never hurt him.

Now he must justify tbe incident.

He will use things which didn't happen to him. He claims that the object

of his injury really deserved it, hence the word, which is a sarcasm.
A DEDEX is an incident which happens to a PC AFTER he has a BED.

It is always on the sane chain or subject, is always after the DEB.
It means THE DED EXPOSED. It is covered guilt.

Its affect on the PC

is all out of prof>ortion to the actual injury to him. One would think he

was rmrdered by the harsb word or the scratch. He will explain violently
how tee.ribly he has been used.

Wrienever you have a PC who has been too

abused for words and keeps on giving you incidents "hicb tend to fix the
guilt on the family or women or scme such thing, the auditor can recognize
in these DEDEXs and know that he rust lock for the DEB.

The PC is uEuany

quite unri]|ing to give up the DEB but the ELmeter will find it. It is on
the sane subject as the DEDEXs -if be has many inciderits about things his

mother did to him and these seem fairly routine, there is a previous incident
about his mother or some earlier life mother where with an urmotivated quelty
he executed a DEB.

A HSSASSIST is an incident wherein the PC has tried to Help on some

a
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dynamic end failed.

These are very aberrative.

The incident may be Short

art harsh or it may be a large m]mber of ana]| incidents.

is a failure to assist either ty omission or comission.

The MISASSIST

It is always

proceeded ty a H0IIVAroR-OVRET situation lock-up or a DED-DEDEX situation.

The Pot having injured some

dynamic has come into the state of protecting

that dynamic out of all proportion to the other dpranics.

Pany tines

PerhaLps he has

succeeded in his protection and such incidents are not aberrative.

But one day he tries to assist and fails, or he should have assisted and

didn't and the result is the stran added to the weight of an earlier
facsinile hang-up.
A DEGRADER is an incident or chain of incidents whereby a low-

toned person a:cks to bring doun the tone of a higher toned person.

the

actual intend of the low-toned person is to get another low enough so that
the fatter can be helpedo The.low-toned person believes ne cannot be

of assistance to .anything higher on the scale than himselfo Therefore he
will at.tempt to reducethe tone of another and then, when he has him

weu don by degrading him, he will be able to assist, becomes sprpathetic
and conducts himself properly until, of course, the persri is up again.
The PC will, if very low-toned, try this on the auditor. Any low-toned
person win do it.

The PC may have many DEGRADERIS he has done.

rna;y have had many DEGRADERS happen to him.

Or he

IF TEE PC IS ProNE TO

DEGRArms HE IIAS A DELDEDEX SI"AII0H on the sane dynaric he pemits to
DEGRADE him.

If he accepts criticism from women, he has a DEB-DEDRI on
lE

women.

If he claims it was father who got hit don, who invalidated hint

he has a DRILDEDRI on his own father or some past father or man Who looks like

his father. If you find a DEGRADm situation, lock for the Drm-DEDRI on
the sane subject.
Chain he has

done.

If the PC is given to invalidating he has a DEGRADER
The dynamic he DEGRADES has a prior DEB-DEDEKo

0
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THE TRANSFER is the singl.e most important phase of TECENIQUE 88.

It is a circumstance rather than an incidento
of the theban with regard to a REST body.

It is a specific action

It is the swing of the th;tan from

out of the body where he belongs into the body where he is thereafter in
trouble.

IHE TENSFER is the action of going into the RESI body.

EXcept in deaths or severe accidents or operations you won't find

a transfer ot3t.

rour task in a:t!diting is to find and "n all the transfers

into bodies in order to achieve a serf-determined, fully alive transfer out.
WREE is the theban? a Contrary to any past practice, his second best

place is just ,outside the naEST body in;nitoring it with direct contact on the
REST body'8 motor controls on either

side of the head.

His very best place

of course is out of contact with the MEST body entirely and funy alive as
''1''.

His worst place is inside the REST bodyo

The theban, in most cases, is behind and above the MEST body.

cases he shifts position rather often even in one incidento

In may

"oqr and then he

ls .found to rm the body fran in front of ito rhis camses a direction reversal
ol-the paLrt of the person 8o that-he doe8n9t haoH right fran left -people

can teach him contirmauy fut he trill stm, Say his right is his left and his
left is his right, and so it is.for nltt in this person i8 the theten and
.'

the theban is in front, facing the REST body end right. is the thetan's right,
of course.

There are cases chere the thetan is barely or hardly ever in contact with
the body. These cases can be considered quite aberrated, the theban seeing the

body from across rcoms or streets, convinced that he is tbe body but unable to

do anything about it.

There are cases where the thetan is inside tbe body

contirmauy but this. is to say that he isn°t a theban at all but degenerated
intotam entity - and we find this in those low-tone ride open cases, fun on but
RE

e
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A thetan ig pretty bad off if he thinks all he can do is run a REST

body.

This alone is a half-transfer.

He hasnlt gone into the body yet

forever thereafter, perhaps, to be an entity, but ha has achieved the
level of degradation Hhere he th.inks the REST body is more important than
he is art that he IS the REST body: he has become propitiative toward the
body to point where he is a Servant, where it becomes him in his eyes.

A ful transfer occurs ray tines in the span of a theban, but it
is not permanent until he eneters the body to stay in there from there one
In doing a BED a theban catches the sorrow waves of the body he is

"onging, feels sorry for it and then for one reaLson or another merges into
i±o

This is a temporary transfer.

But after a few of these he will become

obsessed with being the monitor of a MEST body and will devote au his time

to it.

Then he rim suppese that his only method of perceiving is through

REST perceptics, his only method of emoting is through MEST emotions. had he

Comes way on dom thescale, becomes a serrmt, feels so degraded that he

is himself nothing and the UST body everything and so tends it contimally.

Etrentrauy he whu merge with it-in a permanent transfer and that is probably

the end of the thetan, the genetic entity and conpeny tifereafter perhaps
rmrming fran within, perhaps in the next life being picked up ty a new

thetan.

Thetans are conti"ally being pumped into the UST line. They do not

last very long. The ql« of the indltidual is the thetan.
me foregoing paafagraph contains steps which the auditor`"st.knoHo
rhis is the eycle he is trying to work out of the case.
`
"¥ou tin find many conditions occuring in the TRANSFER.

Tbere is

another type of transfer, the switch transfer wherein a thetan, to protect
tbe body he has assured changes in sudden moments his control to a person Star

Or attacking the thetan8s property.

his can become very bad and very involved.
..

®\
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dies, the theban is suddenly bereft of some of the property he was controling
end so carries on as if MEST was important.
The CONTROL TRANSFER is a speciali2;ed kind of transfer wherein tbe

theban, having devoted himself to a REST body now begins to control the

envirorment end other people for his body much as he controls the body.

Having forgotten his skiu]q dnd hating many brands of aberration, whereby he

will transfer permanently at least some of his control, he yet adventures
to reach out energy-wise and -shaft to contl`ol other people than his own body

and also attempt to control NEST objects and motions.

He is at first very

capable in this but, having aberrations wprch cause him to stick on things,
his control of the envirorm.ent becomes too ejrbended.

When he loses

some of the envirorment he conceives that he has lost some of his ability to
control.

We get then a dwindling of control along all the dynamics

throughout the lifetime until he finally carmot even control all the REST
body but only some small part of it.

A thetan without aberration could

safely enter into and control the whole envirorment, lose widely and reassure
Control.

A thetan very abemated. will get restimulated when he loses some control

of the envirormeut and won't thereafter try to control that type of thing
or person again.

These

control transfers and their lossef

win be found

widely in any case and are almost as important as auditing coptrol of the

first dpraric.
As you inn facsimiles you win find that there `are those seen by the PC
as though within himself and those seen ty the PC as though outside himself.

Audit the latter to audit the theban. Audit the former and you audit only

entities.

,

a
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cOREIJSI0H 0F IDENTlr¥ is a. primary problem with PCso

How that mao

the PC is can be established and WHERE be is can be seen by the PC as he "ns

facsini|es, this confusion can be resolved.

the P0 rapidly.

But do not expect to solve it for

And do not expect to be right yourself the first time.
',

TECENIQUE 88 is an Emeter technique.

but this

It can be run without an E+meter

permits all manner of dodging and evading.

And thel.e are usuauy

six or ten entirely different backs in any PC besides his oun - lots of
places to dodge into.

The entities all have banks. Now these are either stolen banks (iron
some otber theban long ago as in B0RrowING) or they are the identity of thi¥

entity.

We arenjt "ch interested in auditing entities exc,ept when auditing

one can reduce rapidly a physical s.,onatic or physical iu - easily done for

the entities hol'd these in present time and they will audit in present time.
A thetan high enough to be outsicie the body to a normal control distance

is not going t6 hold a facsinile in restil"lation just to hurtq or injure
his body®

Only an entity will do this or a thetan who has transferred

all the way into the body - which makes ]rfu an entity and thereafter he
rim behave like ore(no work; high-ARC with groups in order to upset them

covertly, etco etc.).

Iou will find an understanding of your thetan's goals a little helpful
in making sul.e you are a:uditing thetan.

He was quite old when he first

¬

fimted on the idea of controling MEST bodies.

That was not too long ago

if he is still operating just outside tbe body (about arm's length).

One of

the reasons he fixated on a REST body was because he was terribly bored.

There is a considerable liability to being a thetan from the standpoint
that one is quite imortal.

Even death cycles will look good to a theban

Whose abematious have reduced him down from the goals and hopes he once had.

Now he begins to have

hopes for a REST body.

This body will grow and die
-
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Aberrations cut this thetan, dovyn to a point

where he couldn't see any change possible, could not see his own goals

would ever be attained; so he fixated on a REST body, became involved in
I

the pure mechanics of operating and caring for one, became more aberrated

ty contagion from the entities in that body and the uncertainty of life in
a mortal being, lost his goals as a REST body, finally became pretty

sordidly sick of the whole thing.
Now, magically, you uncover for this theban six or eigbt backs
1

fun of seventy trillion years or less of incident.
liking to act

The theban is a wizard at

at being somebody else. That got him into believing he himself

was a REST body.

Well, it will also get him into believing Pe is any one

of the entity backs you uncover.

until doomsday.

And he will let you.audit these things

Vicarious eristence, better than a motion picture.

But ask this theban to contront the existence which he shoddel.ingly
forsook?

Never!

It was boring. Eels been through all that. He actually

]mows what happened to him but

forget it until he forgot it.

it was bad enough to make him wish to

He'11 say he's this entity or that. He'll

be happy, in preference to faci-ng his own past, to just go on and perish as
a MrsT body.

Tbeie are two remedies `for this. The first is the E+meter. That is
an unequaled remedy.

¥ou can find out the identity of `every bank` in the

PC and know that the theban isn't any. of them.

last transfers.

Iou can find out the first to

Iou can discover the location of every incident the theban

should inn.
Now in using the E-meter you will discover sometbing strange with regard

to the theban.

At first the meter will be much more active on the entities than

on the theban himself . For one thing the thetan is OUTSIDE. the body.

For another

the theban would rather look over and shove into view incidents he bimself

has never before seen. He'll hel,p you audit those entities endlessly.

0

®
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People who keep "ming inc`idents without any recourse to an ELmeter

win achieve ouch with the body, very little with the thetan - hence there
|S no rise in tone although the auditing hours contilme to stretch out.

In people who contin¥auy self-audit without direction the theban is just
being Very propitiative toward MEST bodies and is giving the entities a
Wonderful work-out.

better.

The body gets better sometimes.

The thetan never gets

And he is ttl''.
``+

The behavior of the theban in the past was often copied after sonething

he tock from the entities.

He found an entity role woulE res.timlate, he became

the actor and performed the role.

He left his own back alone and neglected

although ther.e were &bemations to drantize there too.

(cad ty the way

you will find the thetan occasiona]|y trying to stop the body from dramatizing
out of entity 'bads) a

.

The thetan back, the one you want, win give you less active needle

response than-the entity banks when you first staLrt auditing.
of negative sorting.
way the entity has

Ibis is a sort

But may have to audit an.entity or two because of the
the body stuck on the track.

The point is to-.find the thetan bank and audit it.

The conflict in

this person derives from the ambitions of the thetan being batted by the

laziness and stupidity and desire for death and destruction on the part
I

of the entities.

row can audit any side of this conflict you want.

But

ty simply maHng the thetch sufficie.ntly strong, the entities become cared
and won't act up or even drop out art leave.

The other answer is to clean t]p present life with aLttention to au

transfers in it, all switch transfers, all control transfers. Audit the
theban handling the body until you have the cturent life weu up. This does
not take very long with TECENIQUE 80.

`

a

a
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to locate where the theban is.

Simply run him up and down the track
i

through various incidents, witb good attention to attention unit rmrmingj
I

each time locating the tbetan outside the body and handling it.
will get a dim concept

The PC

of the handling but he in]rill get a good concept of tbe

location of the theban.

Now, in the current lifetime, locate the thetan

being distracted from his task ty noises or arguments in the envirorment.
mm the sympathy of the thetan for the body, the refusal of the

thetan to feel synpatky at times.

And "n in particular antagonisms or

angers from the body at other bodies, from the other bodies at the thetan's
body.

Get all the DEELDEDEX computations out of the way and then endit

the thetan entrance somewhere around the time of birsth. It isnlt an entrance,
its a possession of the motor controls.
When you have this theban in good shape for this lifetime he will
be strong enougb, usually to tackle NIPS, BLANRETINGS, B0REWINGS. But

don't be amazed when you run your first. of these to find that the tbetan
has been using an entity bank. _Any borrowing, however, is goes to run.
I

Any blanketing on the second dymric shows your PC o.nee aid for a]| tbat

he IS a theta being withou.t a body, ty showing him an incideLt to that
I.
I

effect...,

If the case is incapable of findipg the thetan in current life, then
take the youngest entity and audit it. It generally is the thetan but
transfelTed inside the body.

`

How long it will take you to audit a PC to theta clear one carmot
say. The route reaches high very quickly.

Using this know-haw. art 80 you

win attain a REST clear in a very short tinL.
persons

Aside from inaccessible

and psychotics in general, most cases should become REST clear

ln a few weeks of hard auditing.

3

\. g ...

A STEP 8¥ STEP BREAKDOWN 0F 88
SUGGESTED COUTIRE:

S¥MB0LOGICAL PROCESSIHG 0N CURRENT LIFE UNTII. PC IS WHL IN PRESENT TIRE.
RETURN PC T0 INCIDENTS WIHRE THE TREPAN CAN BE LOCATED AS OUTSIDE AND

IN cooD CONTROL OF THE BOI]r ANI] RUN sucH INclDENTs To ORIENT pc.
\

IN ABSENCE OF AN OuTslDE TRETAN, AUDIT pc "ROuGH FAILUREs TO coNTroL SELF.
USE EN ETmETmaro L0chRE ¥OUENGEST ENTIT¥ (REmssT BARE IIt IHE £UDI) ARE
AUDIT ITs EFFORT TO CONTROL BOD¥O TREN AUDIT ANT TRANSFER Iou CAN FINI>.
THEN AUDIT ELANRETINGS UNTIL PC FTNI)S TRETAN IS WITHOUT A B0D¥o
WRERE THETAN IS OUTSIDE WHERE RE EEL,ONGSS AUDIT PC IN CURRENT I;.IFE THROUGH
ANT ANI) ALli DEDs AI#D DEDEXs AND DEGRADESo

AUDIT ALL PRESERT LIRE ffiALENs.FEFis OF THE REIAH9 All, SNITCH AIND coHTrol. TENSFERs
THAT CAN BE rouREO

RUN OFF ALL INCIDENTS IN PRusENT LIFE WHERE THETAN AND BODY CREATE B0IIrroFFo
(DONBT BE SURERISED AT TRETAN VISI0S®
YOU8RE AUDITING THETA NOT REST PERCEPTION.)
INSCAN AND 0UTSCAN THETAN THROUGH PRESENT LIFEo
THIS MAKES MEST CLEARo

WITH ERETER LoCATE FIRST IrmLANT ABouT RAvlNG FAcslMILES IN THETANo
AUDIT ITo
'

LocATE FlrsT BOREO"Neso

AUDIT THEMO

'

LocATE FlrsT BLAREHNGsO ATjD.`IT THEMO

,

LOCATE DEDs AND DEI)EXs of TRETAN ARE AUDIT THEMo
LOCATE EACH AND EVRE3r TRANSFm oN TRACKo

AUDIT THEMo

'
I

TEE THETAI CONCENTRATES 0N THEE B0D¥o HE IS USUAIL¥ ABOUT ARM'S LENGTH FROM
TEE BODE, CONCENTRATING 0N TEE B0D¥o
REIN HE IS NOT CONCENTRATING 0N TEE

BODE THERE Is A-Dls"REENCE IN THE AREA AND THE TlmAN Is BEING DlsT&ACTED
To ANOTRER BODr OR 6BrECTO THESE DlsTRACTIors ARE I]ffoRTANT ro AUDIT.
rl

DONBT ASK ¥OuR pc ro GET ANT OTIER vlslo ON THE SCEENE TIIAN THE vlslo oF Tlm
BODE "E THETAN IS MANIPULATINGo
THIS IS THE USUAL THETAN POSITION AND
0EL¥ IRTERESTo
..

roNIT BE DlssuAI]ED THAT TRE pc Is NOT TRE THETANO

"T HE THINIs HE Is

NOT IS THE ABEREATI0Ho

THE MOST FIXATIVE RIOHONS ARE RESEN"ENT, ANTAcONISM AND ANGERo THESE

TEND T0 FIX IRE THETAN 0N THE B0DYo

THEY COREIRE A TRANSFER AS PEENENT.

TIH THETANf s ABERRATION TOwAro THE BODr Is TO WANT THINGs ro SEEM REAL To IRE
TRETAN VIA THE B0DYo
ACTUAILY TEE THEBAN SHOULD FEEI. AT LEAST A LITTLE REM0°TE
Afo DETACHED As THOuGH HE WERENBT QulTE PRESENIO THls DETACENT mal IHCREASE
As AUDITING oONTINUEs ro THE GREAT BENEFIT OF Tlm INTELLIGENCE AND ABILITro
"TRE "PC GETS BETTR TRE BETTER TRE THETAN GETS AND THAT ALL TEE BETTER THE PC CAN C
p
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EEHREE

CiHAPPER `ELEVEN

I GLARE HGHTg*
I

mrly on the tr&ck,. tva ¥h.tin. qult® often "t into
..

Cont®gt tdth ®&ch other to gl8ro each other dora.

There mag a con81dembLe

output of electrical ep®rgr end in the interchange ene.of the ]h®tan. trlsi
of cour8., drlren into ¬patky.

Th®s® incidcat* are endlted 81]pply ty folt

,

.

'

`

~

.

..

Iordlng the flow of energy cad inu¢ethag cftyt 6f lt lte beauty md ugll]:Le..,
&Bd tb. prdrale&rl? .greebent, dle&gr.caenti coqutmlc&tloni no-cormunlc&tlon,
t

&ffinlty, and unutffinlty for the beauty and ugllnet! cchtaincd in theie
{1

flow,
*\

i

HIREORsi

mirmr.

A 'oaqrmn protection used ty beings against ThetanB.trai 1

The rhetan trould eend 8 Btrean of eneror &t tbe beiag carrying th.

mlrmr a;a the gtreem of energy tJc}uld, ol` course, be directed stnalghtt ba®*

at the Thetan se he tJould be lzi the Str&nge position of a;i&rlng &t hln.®lf®
`'

EXptoDING FACslrilLESI

In blanketings, one of the-most serious points

ls the fact that death 1`ticsimile8 can exT.iocle.

Death shock is trell habun to

prodrc® a heavy electronic output from beings®

Ibis Output can be so gtiddea
.

that any fticsir..iile'8 Suspended in present tine art .i.ed so nansr Ettentiod urit®
8o qu.1ckky that the faogimile oap b® §ald to explode.

A bercon being `

blanket®d, 1f h® dies, feeds out e ¢onald®r&ble electronic; Shock whloh e=plodeB thos. facBlnlleB he heL81n. caaF,enalon.

Tb® Thetan,

`Qblank.ting hlni
{

Stat* to gce off, fee,ls the expansion of tbe 8hoc±, clanpB dotm on the
.fi

behagi and ccxpletesi one nlcht .ey, th. dcaolltlon of the fac.1rileg ty
'

edtlBg &ddltloael energy into them.

This L8 quite 8¬vere and le&vee an in-

dLtichial holding a blank¬ting ln fear be¢oufe of thi. explo8Lon.

PeopL.

who hlre &pal®ty-atopech8 1o8e then very r&pldljr when one "n8 out b]Aak®t'``

1,

lag. -en`d tbe exploalon of the f&cginlle..

a

"(

RErosIQ»Si
.

i

A Th®tan, or any' caorgrt can drplode a8 veu .. explpd.'

,`

.,

i

thll i. the effect of . r®tractor factor paes`eBt fu eieotrical ca®rgr. nIt.ad of .xplodcht md bloiwl]-g out into a harg®r'' Egivr.I th. en6rgy inplod.a
...

i

nor-#.»

end draws into a "ch armller area, tfith the 8onB sudden®s8 that lt would

explode. ro rm thlB it is otry necessary to rib onelS .t.tontlon on tb.
Oenter of the iEplo8lon and then altemat®ly got the effort to dmtr off
from tb® xpheae of inplosion.

Putting onel8 attention on trio cchter and

then trying to d"T `off, end,,on .the center and trying' to dm# off igrfu,.
vln lull out an .1xploBlcaJ
THE CAP±Eft,I

"s i8 a very early incident 6a the track and consists

Of a theten being orouned uith on electrcmlo Cap through uhlch energy potlf8.

" It iS an initial effort to ncke bin hate f&cllmiles ut to d®rang® hi. ®elfdeb¬.rulnian.
TRE PEOVERI*

Hero one has a 1'hetan &pprofcbi.ng a group of Tb®tang.

group demands tp8t tbe ri©tr Theten prove' 8on®thing.

Prate lt the thol® group lnv®1ldat®I him®

Th.

the Home-nt he stari® to

rhl. c&u8es hit to go rapidy

I..,

" ,do" the t;n6`.cg.1e in an ef£'ort to prove that h® know8®

He then may becoa®

P.rt of th.e g"p end ln playing this &'`ane oB other.neu The±anc who approach

ryentually may become at odds with the group and-be rejected frm the group.

Tbe proTer is located ty getting tbe b®outy or ugliness of trying to prt}T.
""thing to 8onebody, and others trying to pm® things to onegelf®

tHR IEN MAlrm!

Thl8 is a relatively I.ceat incident happchg try

2iooo oi 3,000 .yeaLr8 ago.

u8ed in the middle ages.
¢hoeed en hha.

It con8i8t8 of a then not unlike th. froa und®n

The Thetan i8 rulled into this sh®u and lt i*

H® fumisheS the talk of enerev in the 8hellj the shen i8

highly magnetic ahd extm energy 1S fed to it.

th the rigbt half, one!

ordlflarlly get. ; vertical flotti gindtoncoufty on th. left bchf, on. 6rdinutly g®t8 horlBbntal fio"

rn®£® ttto fiotfs going ca in diff®r®nt dlr;a-

tlon! at the 8ane time can oau8® con8id®r&bl. confu81on end ur® tb® belie

rencon. wky the left 81d®e and right 81dee utll not run out, &t the g£W;
¢,.

" ". incidcat xp® di8cotered ty Ha.k®u Coot. and Jdin Cblnrfut .,

, a

®

®

®

tfro. . Thie ineldent 1. quit. hlddth on`the rm®teri .beqing ir .ftyfty a.

. a itrck nrdl" The aatlr® pet±T. of thl¬ draldat Le hmngi fen of
dl8cevery, ehrinklng futo on.self, -ed co forth a. th effort to get try

f" the ccafu¬ing fleve of tbo chth lt4ur® It le rm " to hocks ty
hiding thing& f" others and other. !ilddrg things f" .elf. Th®ae ere

"e"ch and rtllgloua cQnnotatlonB ch this incldont. It dso .ca. to
dlTlde 1 peprm into rd® cad f¬Bi£L1. gend®rl

cue co the l®rt and cn. ca

the rLcht, 'apd a;keg ene think he "8t be deal to ourtiTe* thlg 18 tlBo

found a8 a factor in other incidents.

P®oullarty .bt3"tlve fire THin "P Posr8I "6 1g the b.Sic of
cae hajTlng a body.

It ordlndrlly happened Very .arty ca thi tmck®

A

alntle post 1. a.t up, 8on®tinea in a ¢&ve or in a place a Thetan alght

h&" been hao+lil.to lnhablt.
J.

..

The post lt6elf hag no electrical current in

`

it. All electrical current in thle incident 1S fumlshed ky the Th,eton

0

hin8elfe

the pest 18 sirjply a large d&gret.

The Theban. when he first

gea8oa thlg po¬t, foelg lt drfatflng hip tot'&rd lt.

blB oun electrical eaergr.

Idi$ 18 b.cauao of

H¬ flght3 b&ck Ggp.inst this post end the hard-

er h. fights t}i. post, the closer he coE®a to itt untu at lcot h. bhakot.
tb® pest.

Probably this m®tho~d of fropping "etonS u®8 invented out of

rincor for the a¢tlTlty of thotans in blcketchg art a mgnet ia gllca
I.I

th. m¢tca to blanket.

` `.

'

JI

"`

`

i

.

t*.

.'

,.

`

.

.

I. Thereafter; every tine any eneny flow. througb this Theha ca the
1`

"t

pods, t'he post pickc xp the energy aid flott$ 1t hack up in81de hit.

Other

beings of 8 lotr.I order may ccir.e up and diBch&rge treapea. .t his or ontagonlz® hfu Bo that b® t71u throu a Current out ®t tben.

h® g®t. the carrcot bin8®lf.

a

Eboh the he de®®

Thla 18 probably a bacho on tb® o+art let

phcaonenen, cad at lea8t emgger&te3 1tt

fh®tunB h&v® Spent anythfung fzca

flT® days up to a haindred y©QrB on each peSt. b®for¬ b.ing tckca off. tben®

rhe "etan eTcatr.Lly leamB fo eentrol hl. utFde md Lqut dr ouch a vy ..

®

®

®

-deffiife

&8 not to us. ny electrical energy. Latcr| #hm he gets oa a body, thla

lncidut ny go into r®strful&tion md thereafter he i8 afrfud to got angry
&t nyoBe cod When he does he feels the klckb&ck of the r&c8inll® ng&ha!t

hin8.lf. Ihl8 ig a I.latlv8ly ainpl. incident to rm, partlcharly with
be"ty and u8lin®q. in chl the fio"®, tut-lt 1® ra.thor long®
^ , There 18 en early incident on the track caned the PRETr! A ¥hetan
1.'nd. to $1t ®ppo31te en in&g® like hlm3elf and a netrmc bean or &otrdly a plec. of net&1 L8 pet in hlB mouth and in the mouth of the being

°iT;:1::g£.oT#::tL::t::h£:::rt#L:&¥:®;erinfui::;chi::gifatenfrgnd
aarriag®..

I

.

In oudltingf che aedlt8, according te 88, the high e3thetlc v&+e otry.
Thle L8 preecat in givery incident to a esrked degree - the whlt® repr®Ienting bee[rtyi the black representing uglin®.h The Iron ifeldca la an excep-

t£#kFe±;*8oT::£troirB.Malts::e£:°£:¥.in::gL:Bp::::¬e:F:ev##::w.
"

+

A391frcat of re8pon8Lbluty in ny Lnoldent 18 the Bolt inportant

factor ln the lncldent 81nce thle a&Blganent of aeepenelbllLtT to gcmebody

®le® for eoueing the incident pet. the ineldent Lteelf out of the control
of the perrm having the fac8drile. Ie e p®r8on &BBigEiB r®Bponelblllty to
other&, h¬ &g81gn., at the 8ame tine, to tben the control for hl8 facBLELeh

]hue he loses ccmtrol of the f&cainlle8, cle,ire he does not om then, lose.
all zbaery in ¢omectlon with then, and they can thereafter oon and rm hit.

"8 wool. Sequence of 8berratlon i3 &t first being ¬elfrdeterfu8d,

:::£:£8L:1:of8higen#hpchf::°:£dh:::Bin:::ad#::¥ht:a:VA:te;#einto.
gaedual ghlft and change of d®temLn&tLon, other than on®t g om dct®ndb

"tlon, brfugB about a highly &berrated condltlon in the long rm and dckee
Lt diffialt for a person to- core out where he 1g &ctuafty cought®

h order to get a pre¬1ear off a body, 6r to detach bin f" todleB,
I®dbrdqu. 88 L8 used tlth particular .ttentLon to the eL83igrment of regpenBlblnty, for the preoloar has &!8Lgned reeponelbLuty to tb® body co
long end so often, h&8 &3gLgr®d pegpca81bluty to tx3dleB ha ¬enerd to

&¥:::ed#i#i:h£±:8thdi¥:fthti:thifeTr:::±8+:on¥gtieT:i:.th#T|.
th. oaclra81on en the past.
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-qtCORTANI0N BOOKS 0F THIS SERIES

INDIVIDUAL TRACK IIAP by Iflo Ron Hubbardo

a working.chart for his

Twenty maps which give the auditor

preclear; gives the whole tracko

EIECTROpsrcHORETRIC AUDITING ty Lo from Hubbardo

of the theory and operation of the ETmetero

$2o00

A simple and precise account

Given free to persons buying

electropsychometerso

$2000

WHAT T0 AUDIT - TECHNIQUE 88 by Lo iron Hubbardo

The road to theta clear

and the intermediate steps of optim]m and MEST clearo The important
incidents dn the tracko How to lo6ate and audit the "1" of the persono
The froeeing Of thetans from firations on REST bodieso
$2o50
HOW T0 AUDIT - TECENIQUE 80 by Lo Ron Hubbedo

How to audit thoughtg

counter-thought9 .emotiomcounker-enotion9 effcet9 countercgeffortey
attention units and counter-unitso TECHNIQUE 80 could be called the

electronics of human thinkingg yet it is easier to perform tban older
techniqueso
Bock in production stageo Available late rfugust or
early septembera
Tentative price
$5.00
SREOLOGICAL ProcESSING ty Ilo Ron Hubbardo

The sinplest method of

auditing yet conceivedo It can be learned in `a few mi"tes9 produces
results superior to those of 195lo A true key to the unconscious, it
is the best tool ]mown for the counselor in hlrman relationso
$2o75
0TIIER BOOKS AVAILABLE NCW

ADVANCED ProcEDURES AND AH0us by Lo Ron Hubbardo

The printed editiono

The tried and reliable text on Self-Determinismg Fl]1l Responsibility
and a step by step auditing procedureo In England this is the standard
auditing mett}odo Used by almost every auditor in the United Stateso
Has the Axioms of Dianetics and Scientology i,n their most complete
printed formo
$2.75
THE HANDBOOK FOR PRECLEARS ty Lo Ron Hubbardo

to prodrce REST clears a

used in TECENIQUES 80 and 88o

bock to a preclearo

The famous handbook which began

Contains t-ue HUBBARD CHART 0F ATTITUDES stiu

An auditor can audit by just reading this

It is the standard precl,ear homewol.k. for most professional

auditorso

$2a50

SCIENCE OF SURVIVAI.] ty Lo Ron Hubbardo

The basic text on Dianeticso Cont.aims

a fu]| account of h:uman, behavioro Has the famous full size t,one-scale9
the I{ubbard Chart of Human Ewaluation.o Enormous quantities of infolmationo

Reprinted after great delay ant available at lasto
SOON

$5ocO

I

TEE AUDITOROS HANDBOOK ty Hardin Walsho

A char+ued int6rpretition of

Dianetics for instruction and study and for the use of auditors everywhereo
Group cOuRSE BOORETs AND Group coursEs AVAILABLE FROM THls OFFlcEO
FIILING 0REERS RAPDLY NOW RE HAVE STOC,K 0N HANI)o
THE OFFICE 0F Lo roN HUBBARD

1405 North Central Ave"e
PHOENIX9 ARIZONA9 USA

RE ARE

-a

